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ABSTRACT
SOCIAL EMOTIONAL LEARNING: NARRATIVE GROWTH

Christine Biskup

From an early age, we engage in building our narrative language through
social interactions. These narrative language skills influence academic success.
Many educational establishments focus solely on academic achievement. A focus
on supporting emotional intelligence that can support narrative language
development is imperative. In this ethnography study, students were taught feeling
words lessons from RULER, a social-emotional learning curriculum. Using
observations and interviews, I sought to understand how early childhood students
apply emotional feeling words into their narrative language. By using inductive
analysis and conducting interviews with the students, I coded data to narrate my
research question to assist with using social-emotional learning curriculum to
support narrative language development. The study found that teaching the
RULER Feeling Words through Zoom tutoring sessions, students were able to
increase their emotional vocabularies.
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Emotions are just such a huge part of any storytelling to any narrative. And so
being able to understand the range of human emotion, and to speak about it in a
really clear way is important.
-Nicole Elbertson, 2021
CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION
Personal Connection to Literacy and The Study
Learning how to speak, read and write properly in English was expected,
never a second thought in my mind as instilled by my English-speaking parents.
As I developed my literacy, I often was confused about the rules and basic
understanding of English. I always wanted answers. I wondered why certain
letters such as ‘c’ and ‘k’ made the same sounds and why there were silent letters.
When questioning my mother about my literacy background, I retracted fragments
of memories. I was regularly exposed to text in my bedroom. Pin-up posters of
poetry and print adorned my vicinity. I remember my grandparents gifted me The
Children’s Book of Virtues by William J. Bennett. From this book and various
other classics such as The Little Golden books, my mother would read to me
nightly from these magical books. Classic nursery rhymes were on cassette
players and played in the car on our journeys back and forth to school and songs
on VHS videos. Sing-along tapes and School House Rock videos were timeless.
Rhyming books and the Dr. Seuss collection were incorporated into designated
reading time at home. My mother also informed me that although she had a strong
background in education as a teacher, she used materials and books she loved and
grew up with to assist with my literacy development.
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When reflecting on a memory of literacy in kindergarten, The Soundbox
Book Series by Jane Belk Moncure was a monumental cornerstone to my
exposure to the 26 letters of the alphabet. Each week, my teacher would focus on
one letter and expose us to this letter through a range of engaging activities. For
example, if the letter was C, we would read the book My ‘C’ Book which includes
dialogue with pictures that revolved around objects starting with the letter ‘c.’
After this read-aloud sessions, we would complete a different activity each day to
incorporate correctly forming and writing the letter ‘c’. We used cereal, coins,
cans, and crayons to make the letter ‘c’ on preprinted templates. The love for
books and literacy was always present and vividly shown through my teacher’s
joy of reading. How the teachers provided a voice to personify characters, spoke
with accents, and showed feeling during read-alouds showed their genuine love
for literacy. This love for literacy was supplied to me and has lasted throughout
my educational career.
I am again taken back to first grade. I recently discovered nonfiction
writing about a vinegaroon. Rereading this writing 22 years later, I needed to
research what a vinegaroon was! Looking at my writing and the way the
sentences were put together gave me the impression that my teacher assisted me
with writing this informational text. In continuing to looking back, core studies
included phonics sessions, reading, writing, speaking and listening, spelling and
grammar. There was little time left over for mathematics. I now attribute this to
my poor number of skills and difficulty with computation. My school taught
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mainly with the phonics approach, while the local public school held firm their
belief in the whole language approach.
Group projects, such as researching the caste system of ancient Egypt,
gaining knowledge all about New York State, and historically African American
women assignments, were memorable. These memorable events included our indepth research that was done at home and presentations that were done in front of
the class with memorized facts. The speaking and listening standards embedded
within these projects had a major focus on having a clear voice, erect posture,
impactful content within the paragraphs, and engagement with the audience. I
remember reciting the preamble to the constitution, passages from the declaration
of independence, and vocabulary definitions. All of this knowledge needed to be
internalized and presented before others.
Recalling the role of literacy during this pastime in my life, I often
concluded that since my parents were paying for the education, that I needed to
push to get higher, more rigorous levels. Although every student was passed on to
the next grade, I always had the notion in my head that I needed to achieve above
high literacy skills or I would be left back; a damaging and daunting feeling.
Feedback from my teachers usually included a pleasure to have in class, a role
model, a wonderful assistant, conscientious, and a hard worker. I knew that to
keep these positive praise comments; I needed to persevere and absorb as much
knowledge as possible. I would become frightened when each person was
designated to read portions from our textbook. In true kid fashion, I would count
the people ahead of me to see what paragraph I would read and read it multiple
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times so that I would not be made fun of. Pronouncing geographical locations,
unfamiliar names, and tricky words was terrifying. While we did not have guided
reading or small group instruction, we often took part in choral reading where the
teacher would read first and we, in unison, would repeat. I was very particular to
make sure that I have the correct tone and pronunciation when reading during
choral sessions so that I would not be called out or publicly embarrassed.
During the summer months, we were required to read three to four books
and write summaries of these books being as creative as possible. These yearly
summer reading reports helped to sustain my literacy throughout the summer.
Every week, I would attend my local library and record the books I read as part of
the summer reading program. For each book read, a star would be added next to
my name for everyone to view. I prided myself on trying to out-read all the others
involved. I was a part of this summer reading program for 10 years.
In my freshman year of high school, I started my first job as a clerk at the
town’s library. I worked every day after school for two hours for the four years of
high school. During this time, I learned how to catalog books using the Dewey
Decimal System and quickly discovered The New York Times Bestseller List.
Consistently being around books enhanced my knowledge of exploratory,
descriptive, and narrative writing styles. I would read books that clients returned
and try to find similarities and differences between authors, genres, and plots.
When clients would return books they had read, they would often ask for
recommendations and engage me in conversations. This dialogue forced me to use
a more professional tone and think more critically when reading. Retelling,
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summarizing, and finding themes within a range of books was a constant thought,
since I wanted to impress such clients.
Literacy affected my education at an early age positively. Ever since I was
young, I can recall playing ‘school’ where I was a teacher and my sister was my
student. I have always wanted to be a teacher and factor in the reasoning behind it
is because my mother was a teacher for over 35 years and the wonderful
education I believed I received. My goals included teaching other children how to
have fun while learning. Creative crafts, interactive dances, and lyrical songs were
all key avenues that I used to help build the firm foundation of literacy that I have
today.
Entering an all-women's college as a freshman in 2009, I held fast to my
dream of becoming a teacher. I knew I wanted to make be a memorable figure in
student’s lives just as my former teachers were in mine. While other students were
unsure of the direction they were headed, I went headfirst into my core studies to
achieve my goal. I took courses such as multicultural education, psychology, and
writing development. I even took the chance to learn sign language and
understand how communication across platforms works. As the semesters
continued, I began to complete courses with an intense literacy foundation, such
as emergent literacy studies, integrating language arts in education, and literacy
with students with diverse needs. After graduating from magna cum laude under
the department of Arts and Sciences in 2013, I started graduate school the same
year and completed my Master’s degree within a year. The hands-on fieldwork
included opportunities to put into action the skills and knowledge I had acquired
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at college. By earning my early childhood special education degree, I had the
pleasure of taking invigorating courses such as early language and literacy
instruction. These literacy development courses helped to build the literacy tool
bank I implement within my current instructional lessons. I simply could not get
enough. I went back yet again to learn, this time to become a literacy specialist.
Stimulating courses such as literacy assessment and interventions prepared me for
a remarkable practicum. By engaging young learners in best practices, I focused
on expanding their oral language. With my passion to teach students with
disabilities and my yearning to have such students have academic success, major
components of narrative language were my prime focal areas. Little did I know,
emotions can play a noteworthy role in advancing language.
Narrative as A Teacher
In the spring of 2019, I had my first connection to The RULER Approach
Curriculum, founded by Marc Brackett, social-emotional learning had been a new
content area. This was a ‘new’ realm in which teachers were highly recommended
to get training in. These training sessions had the primary focus to build a
teacher’s knowledge about the monumental role that emotions have paired with
learning. Upon learning about new initiatives, my assistant principals selected me
to be an advocate for my school in which I was representing the school in order to
get information about RULER’s SEL curriculum. I was to attend a two-day
workshop and turnkey the information learned by my colleagues.
The workshop was entitled: RULER Institute: Creating Emotionally
Intelligent Schools with an emphasis on rolling out what exactly RULER was to
6

help train schools, families, and communities with the skills needed for emotional
intelligence. After the insightful professional development, I was hooked and
ready to transform my school into a place where emotional intelligence would be
fostered. In order to move forward, a two-year rollout was necessary. To fully
implement RULER, the first year focused on teacher emotional intelligence while
the second year focused on implementing the curriculum to assist students in
building their own emotional intelligence and family engagement. As a new
member of the RULER Implementation Team, I aimed to introduce RULER to
the staff and assist them with creating an emotional mindset. As school teachers
and leaders work hand in hand to be familiar with RULER procedures and
implementations, academic instructional practices were also intertwined within
SEL.
The premise behind implementing RULER because clear to me, our
emotions matter. The emotions of my students and my colleagues were not
previously being recognized, which had ricocheting effects on our school
environment. Teachers would have a fixed mindset and felt defeated at the end of
the day. With the help of RULER, we could understand emotions and work
towards building relationships while at the same time elevating our mental and
physical health. I was taught the four major areas of RULER. These fundamental
sections of RULER are categorized as The Charter, The Mood Meter, The MetaMoment, and The Blueprint. I quickly learning the general implications of these
pillars. The Charter focused on the staff agreeing on how they would like to be
treated within the school workplace. These established norms show the consensus
7

of how each individual should like to be treated and ways to validate these
feelings. The Mood Meter was a tool that focused on social awareness and how to
regulate emotions. Using a four-quadrant plot, individuals could identify their
mood based on the combination of pleasantness and energy. The ability to plot
one’s emotion gave us the skills to name how we were presently feeling as well as
understand those around us. The Meta- Moment focused on how to be aware of
our own emotions while adhering to the emotions of those around us. Within the
Meta-Moment we learned how to create personal goals based on our desired
reputation. The Blueprint was a tool introduced to be used when conflicts arose.
Reflecting on situations and assisting to resolve an issue. This is where our
understanding of empathy and the practice of active listening are practiced.
Although it is was not one of the major areas of RULER, The Feeling
Words Units were mentioned during the professional development conference.
For a small portion of the professional development, we dived into the base of
emotions: feeling words. Feeling words were described as words that label one’s
emotions. With a particular spotlight on specific feeling words, a curriculum for
grades preschool through 12 grades was created. What struck me about the
Feeling Words Unit was the universal understanding of each feeling word and the
academic use of vocabulary. When verbally identifying an emotion, common
terms such as happy and sad are often spoken. In expanding our vocabulary, we
critically looked at words to distinguish the differences between feelings. My
major take-away from my first RULER professional development focused on the
idea that emotion words are explicitly revealed and carry meaning. In leaving the
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meeting, I wanted to immediately jump-start the Feeling Words Unit within my
classroom to see how it might enhance narrative language skills.
I have taught in New York City schools for seven years and have
implemented RULER curriculum for early childhood students within my own
classroom. My interest in this research stems from the increased awareness for
social-emotional learning within schools. Within the past few years, relevance for
SEL has grown drastically due to the positive impacts on academic and behavioral
effects (Wanless, S & Domitrovich, C., 2015, p.1). Durlak (2015), additionally
states that researchers are cognizant of the importance of SEL competence for
student achievement (p. 407). With the influence of RULER, I was intrigued with
the notion that social and emotional learning would be taught to students during
the regular school day.
Addressing RULER’s Focus
This study addresses the connections between a social-emotional learning
(SEL) curriculum, The RULER Approach or RULER, and the implications on
vocabulary achievement, particularly narrative language development. RULER is
an evidence-based approach used for embedding emotional and social learning
produced by Yale Center for Emotional Intelligence. Yale’s mission is to embed
these social-emotional approaches into schools at the teacher and student levels.
RULER is a systemic approach to SEL developed at the Center for Emotional
Intelligence. This method is aimed to infuse the principles of emotional
intelligence into all aspects of pre-kindergarten to grade 12 schools, by informing
how leaders lead, teachers teach, students learn, and families support
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students. The RULER Feeling Words lessons are a multi-year, structured
curriculum designed to promote social, emotional, and academic learning with
units and lessons centered on feeling words and related concepts (Maurer &
Brackett, 2004). Marc Brackett, the lead developer for the RULER Approach,
conducted his study with fellow Yale University members that focused on fifth
and sixth-grade students intending to look critically at the effects of the Feeling
Words lessons effects not only on the student’s social-emotional mindset but on
general academic success (Brackett et al., 2012, p. 219). Unlike Harding’s
research, the focus was on the student’s academics in both ELA and mathematics.
In addition, the sample students in the study were categorized as learners in their
last years of elementary school, aging around 10 to 12 years old. The findings
from the researchers agree that “students in classrooms using RULER had higher
academic performance in ELA and work habits/ social development and higher
social-emotional competence in some areas compared to students in classrooms
not using RULER” (Brackett et al., 2012, p. 223). With a focus on elementary
students at the early childhood academic level, around ages 6-8, my research will
examine this significant early learning developmental period in which students
have not been deeply explored. Furthermore, an additional area that must be filled
pertains to the interconnection between specific feel word vocabulary and
narratives. The gaps that exist in this study are highlighted within my research.
Gaps in Research
There have been gaps within the research that justify the reasoning for this
study. Between 2012-2013, 605 public school teachers from grades preschool to
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12th grade participated in a national survey to evaluate social and emotional
learning in America’s schools (Bridgeland, Hart, Bruce, & Hariharan, 2013, p.
45). The reasoning for the report was to see from teacher’s perspectives the
importance of SEL on student life. It is imperative to note the connections
between the sample teachers and myself. The majority of the teachers from
research were also female, white and between the ages of 30-59 years old
(Bridgeland, Hart, Bruce, & Hariharan, 2013, p. 45).
From the report’s findings, a great need for SEL within the school day
since it is underutilized. While statistical findings show that 75% of teachers
believe SEL will improve student academic achievement, only 44% of the
teachers interviewed claimed that social-emotional skills are being taught
schoolwide. Additionally, 77% of the surveyed teachers consider the execution of
SEL will increase overall academic performance. These same teachers affirm SEL
helps to boost academic performance, which can lend itself to reaching gradelevel reading proficiency. In line with teacher perspectives about the connection
between SEL and academic achievement, scholars Zins, Bloodworth, Weissberg,
& Walberg (2004) state within Bridgeland, Hart, Bruce, & Hariharan’s national
survey that schools that have taught SEL schematic framework are more likely to
develop students’ knowledge and skills in key content areas, such as English,
history, science, and math (p. 23). This furthermore supports the need for SEL for
ENL students. Looking at SEL from an early childhood perspective, results had
not been discussed.
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According to Civic Enterprises, in association with Hart Research
Associations, a national principal survey on how social-emotional learning can
prepare children and transform schools was published that yielded useful data.
This report for The Collaborative for Academic, Social, and Emotional Learning
(CASEL), was launched to help Americans understand the necessity of providing
the underpinnings for social and emotional development for students. With a
focus on how to support social and emotional growth from principal perspectives,
the national principal survey brought to light key targets such as academic
achievement, implementation outcomes, and the ideal of developing functional
skill sets to become model citizens. From a statistical standpoint, the data from
the survey was compiled using a national representation of 884 Pre-K to 12 public
school principals (Atwell, Bridgeland, Civic, & Hart Research Associates, 2019,
p.2). Within these public schools, interviews were conducted with superintendents
and research and evaluation specialists who were leaders that represented an
assortment of diverse populations, grade levels, and geographic regions.
Of the principals within the national principal survey, 99% believed that
SEL is teachable in school and nearly 70% stated that they expect all teachers in
their school to teach students social-emotional skills. Data from this study
continues to show that only 39% of principals were implementers of moderate
levels of SEL based on benchmarks. When asked about district requirements, only
40% stated that there were required to have schools have a rational plan for
teaching social-emotional skills. At a low percentage rate of 24%, students are
being assessed based on the students’ development of social-emotional skills. Of
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the 77% of principals who are currently using SEL assessments, less than 40
percent said the assessments are very or fairly useful. (Atwell, M. N., Bridgeland,
J. M., Civic, & Hart Research Associates, 2019, p. 10).
A review of literature on social-emotional learning presented by the
National Center for Education Statistics acknowledged that early childhood
programs aim to help students develop socially and emotionally besides fostering
academic school readiness. Provided statistics emphasize that between 1970 2007, 213 studies were focusing on school-based social-emotional learning
programs. These studies yielded positive social-emotional outcomes that helped to
improve emotional recognition skills, classroom behavior, and increased
academic improvement (O’Connor et al., 2017, p 4). Durlak et al., (2011)
combined data from a collection of 213 studies focusing on social-emotional
learning SEL from grades kindergarten–12th grade. Findings showed that with
implementing SEL instruction, student’s achievement scores were an average of
11 points higher than students who did not receive SEL instruction (p.9). As data
from the findings suggest, there is a clear connection between SEL and
achievement.
The goal of the report was to identify useful resources for stakeholders. In
addition, it brought to the forefront the importance of implementing SEL and the
lack of proven assessment outcomes where teachers and principals fail to show
data from such programs. Across the board, there is a need for concrete
information to show the effects of SEL. While the support for SEL is eminent, 81
percent of teachers stated that SEL programs are time consuming and challenges
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for schools to effectively implement (Bridgeland, J., Hart, P., Bruce, M., &
Hariharan, A., 2013, p. 31). The results from these implementations need careful
reflection. The findings can be momentous, especially since few studies have
ventured down this path. An additional study by Hennessey & Humphrey (2020)
proves the lack of assessment data. Hennessey & Humphrey (2020) conducted a
study that specifically looked at the connection between social and emotional
learning and the effects of improvement on a child’s academic progress. A large
focal point was the fundamental idea that learning is a social process in which
children need to be equipped to handle social environments which would
positively influence academic growth (p.752). The researchers used data from
Goldberg et al. (2018) to provide support to the notion that less than 20% of SEL
intervention studies assess academic effects besides a shortage of standardized
assessment tools. In connection, the data presented lends itself to the need and
study for my study.
Purpose of the Study
I implemented a quantitative design to examine the vocabulary usage of
early childhood students’ experiences and learning outcomes from implementing
the Feeling Words curriculum The purpose is straightforward. I looked to identify
the connections between narrative development and the feeling words lessons
impact on SEL. SEL is a process through which children and adults understand
and manage emotions, set and achieve positive goals, feel and show empathy for
others, establish and maintain positive relationships, and make responsible
decisions (Collaborative for academic, social, and emotional learning, 2020.
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There is a strong connection between social-emotional learning and
academic achievement. Not only does RULER focus on the SEL aspects of
students, but the unit can also assist in core academic subjects such as reading,
mathematics, writing, social studies, and science. As Durlak, Weissberg,
Dymnicki, Taylor & Schellinger (2011) assert, emotions can benefit or impede
the world of children in such areas as their academic engagement, work ethic,
commitment, and success in school (p. 405). Students today are being asked to
create positive relationships with others, understand their emotions, and develop
the skills needed to resolve conflicts. RULER is being carried out more often
within schools yet there is a present gap in research showing the linkage between
RULER and vocabulary achievement. The time dedicated to instructing RULER
is equated with time subtracted from literacy, which includes vocabulary
instruction and practice.
While narration is used to assist with constructing stories as a means of
communication, narrative language is defined as having the components of oral
and written language in which literacy skills are used to tell a story (Spencer &
Petersen, 2018). This study helped to fill this gap in the literature by examining
how the implementation of RULER can tap into the narrative language and
vocabulary knowledge needs of elementary school students. Vocabulary is one of
the five pillars of reading that is essential to comprehend when reading. With the
inclusion of RULER’s dedication to teach students the skills of emotional
intelligence and a focus on building vocabulary to foster narrative language, the
research will determine if RULER is supportive. Existing research has only
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inspected reading interventions based mainly from an academic viewpoint within
elementary schools, instead of addressing whether narrative language needs are
met by RULER’s emotional skill set for early childhood students.
Examining SEL and vocabulary development through narrative learning
addresses a gap that is present in the existing literature. Since the Feeling Words
lessons are relatively new, the impact of scaffolding emotional vocabulary words
within narratives has not been thoroughly explored. Although SEL has been
implemented into literacy curriculums as district initiatives, the findings from
these applied changes are scarce. Julie Harding (2020) examined the role of
teaching social-emotional skills to her high school students within English
language arts (ELA) where she focused on aspects such as goal setting, under
CASEL’s domain of self-management (p.74-75). The findings from the study
leave researchers wondering what the application of implementing SEL in
younger grades has on literacy development. Harding (2020) found that by
applying both the language arts and SEL competencies, her high school students
could foster a love for reading while regulating their feelings (p. 79). Harding
showcased the five domains of social-emotional learning as defined by CASEL.
The researcher also pinpointed the social awareness aspect with student
academics. Specifically looking at the category of relationship skills, the
following subtopics present themselves: communication, social engagement,
relationship building, and teamwork. This exclusive category is best associated
with the implications of SEL and the perceived notion of narrative writing
growth. This research adds to the need for a deeper dive into the relationship
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between SEL and narrative language implications. The examination of socialemotional skills from a higher educational level, high school sophomores, the
quest for understanding the impact of reaching students earlier in younger grades
calls for an investigation.
Yanko and Yap looked critically at the interdependency of music and
movement to support social-emotional skills. These researchers wanted to see
how the arts could have a symbiotic relationship with social-emotional skills.
Reflecting on their research, researchers Yanko and Yap (2020) acknowledged
that “children naturally play and make meaning through story—as human beings,
we live storied lives” (p. 251). This is the foundation of where narratives stem
from. Whether it be written or verbal, accounts in which we retell stories can be
classified as a narrative. These narrative skills need to be honed and practiced.
What is key to this study was an oversight of the application of social-emotional
skills associated with stories into narratives. Once more, a gap presents itself. The
effects of implementing specific vocabulary attached to emotions expressed
through narratives needs further evaluation. Looking at research throughout the
years, there are minimal focuses on narratives. Narrative language and vocabulary
knowledge are critical to the structure of speech and language which contribute to
the effectiveness of children’s language (Da Silva, Comerlatto-Junior, et al.,
2011).
Existing research has only inspected reading interventions based mainly
from an academic viewpoint within elementary schools, instead of addressing
whether narratives needs are met by RULER’s emotional skill set for early
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childhood students. There has been no previous research specifically looking at
recognizing one’s emotional state, labeling the emotion, and embedding the newly
learned emotional words of dialogue for early childhood education students. Thus,
this area of research is warranted.
Significance of Asian-American Population
For this study, I looked specifically at the Asian-American population. My
thoughts in selecting the particular Asian community primarily grew from the idea
that second language learners can build an emotional vocabulary in English. In
building a repertoire of feeling words young Asian-American students would have
a vocabulary that could be a universal language that could be accessed in the
school setting. The following research informed my decision to study the AsianAmerican population. The narrative language development, specifically of Asian–
English bilinguals and their monolingual students, produced interesting findings.
As Chen and Lei (2012) found as a result of their study, there were differences
between Asian and English discourse which show that both languages presented it
difficult for the students to handle both language-universal and language-specific
qualities of acquisition and the use of referring expressions to complete aspects of
discourse. “Children learning the two typologically distinct languages are faced
with the additional task of separating the two languages by paying attention to the
usage patterns characteristic of each language” (Chen & Lei, 2012, p. 52). When
looking at the findings from this study, it is clear, that from a narrative
development viewpoint, the narrative performance in bilingual children may not
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be equivalent. By looking specifically at the skill set in the weaker language area,
it is hoped that narrative language will be strengthened and developed.
Similarly, Dr. Zhang, Professor of Asian Studies at the University of
Ottawa, conducted an ethnographic study that observed Mandarin- learning
students with a focus on infusing vocabulary to enhance learning. Students had
had no previous language experiences with Mandarin. An understanding of how
second language acquisition affected the students could understood using
observations. Multicultural background knowledge was needed as well as the
incorporation of skills like scaffolding and inference questions to provide an
active learning environment. With this environment in place, the student’s
academic needs were met and expectations for learning Mandarin were exceeded
because of student interactions. Zhang’s (2014), take away was that students were
engaged in the learning experience which had the students actively engaged with
peers rather than learning in a passive environment (p.11).
In conjunction with these Zhang’s findings, children make inferences and
incorporate vocabulary. Lepola, Lynch, Laakkonen, Silven, & Niemi (2012) state
that vocabulary knowledge is a noteworthy predictor of narrative listening
comprehension (p. 260). This connection between narrative language and
vocabulary is imperative to recognize. As shown within the New York State
learning standards, there has been a recent push for building vocabulary and the
infusion of academic language, which assists with building narrative skills. With
fundamental skills embedded within a narrative language, such as phonological
skills and sentence memory, vocabulary knowledge holds the key to creating and
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supporting rigorous narratives. In order to successfully implement this study, a
theoretical/ conceptual framework needed to be applied that aligned to including
literacy skills, social interactions and a look at cultural backgrounds.
Theoretical/Conceptual Framework
Using Vygotsky’s social constructivism and language theory as a frame,
the discussion was focused on the relevant research and theory on socialemotional learning and narrative language with a focus on vocabulary
achievement. According to Vygotsky, “learning is a necessary and universal
aspect of developing culturally organized, the specifically human psychological
function” (1978, p. 90). With this fundamental baseline, the appropriateness of
selecting Vygotsky’s social constructivism and language theory proved best as a
frame. As Alvermann, Unrau & Ruddell (2013) exquisitely state, “everyday life is
lived in and through language that we share with others, making our
understanding of language essential for our understanding of reality” (p. 60). With
this theory, the importance of social factors contributing to a child’s education is
essential to my work because the social setting affects social-emotional
learning and vocabulary achievement. Looking closely at the RULER Feeling
Words lessons, Vygotsky’s theory can be easily applied to look at the distance
between a child’s potential to learn and the actual learning that takes place. The
interactions that take place within the classroom setting have a role in the
cognitive abilities of the student learning the curriculum. These social interactions
can also occur virtually through discussions. The research of Vygotsky supports
the idea that in order to truly understand a child’s intellectual or cognitive
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development, we need to understand the social, historical and cultural contexts of
a child’s experiences (Unran & Alvermann, 2013).
Vygotsky’s social constructivism and language theory are superior to
other theories for this research because it emphasizes the critical importance of
language development within cognitive development. Unlike other theories such
as Piaget, who focuses on the stages of development and has a cognitive
constructivist approach, Vygotsky’s key process of development holds through
scaffolding language and dialogue through the zone of proximal development
(McLeod, 2005, p.2). Chomsky’s theory of language primarily focuses on the
grammatical aspect of language while Skinner’s theory of behaviorism, with a
focus on language development, also would be rejected because of the focus on
conditioning rather than the intellectual aspect.
Within Khanahmadi, & Sarkhosh’s (2018) study, Vygotsky’s sociocultural
theory revolves around teaching an individual a task and the individual being able
to complete the task with assistance initially, then independently the next day (p.
210). Comparable to this study, students were taught and then given opportunities
to independently perfect the learned material through authentic experiences.
Lieberman (2013) stated that “(we) are wired to be social. We are driven by deep
motivations to stay connected to friends and family. We are naturally curious
about what is going on in the minds of other people… we will spend our entire
lives motivated by social connection.” This spotlight on social connections has a
direct impact on how we naturally live day to day. It shows that, as humans, we
hold strong to social relationships. This relationship, needs to be nurtured and
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sustained. Similarly, Lantolf (2011) sheds light on Vygotsky’s perspective of
human beings and their relation to the world in which the two realms supplement
each other. Thus, the mental and psychological functions of students need to
include a look at one’s social surroundings. A critical role within Vygotsky’s SCT
is the development of one’s education. Kinard & Kozulin (2008) summarize that
within the school setting, everyday experiences assist with understanding the
world. In addition, learning progress transpires around cultural mediation.
Mediation in Vygotsky’s stance is associated with both physical learning tools
and other human beings as learning experiences. Actively taking part in activities
and social interactions lend themselves to the mediation between one’s mind and
the world around them. With culture as a focus of research, Geertz states in his
Thick Description: Toward an Interpretive Theory of Culture that “in ethnography,
the office of theory is to provide a vocabulary in which what symbolic action has
to say about itself--that is, about the role of culture in human life--can be
expressed” (Geertz, 1973, p. 7). This implies the culture and influences around
individuals can be applied when learning literacy.
Vygotsky’s Sociocultural Theory
The theoretical lens that guided my study was Lev Vygotsky’s
sociocultural theory (SCT) in which I examined aspects of social constructivist
theory, the zone of proximal development (ZPD) concept, and private speech. The
crucial component from Vygotsky’s viewpoint was the acquisition of language,
which is assisted by peer interactions. Mirzaee and Maftoon, (2016) investigated
Vygotsky’s SCT which focuses on the relationship between an individual’s
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intellectual development and the learning of language (p.2). To make meaning of
words, individuals learn from their peers around them and actively engage in their
learning. The learning development between Jean Piaget and Vygotsky has often
been compared. Piaget was a major theorist of cognitive constructivism, where
learners themselves are active constructors of their world. Vygotsky fostered a
similar notion but believed that learner’s social interactions were the primal focus
for learning (Shabani, 2010, p. 241).
Social constructivist theory plays a role in Vygotsky’s SCT. An aspect of
a social constructivist is the belief that the language between an individual is vital
to the learning process and is known first as an interpsychological tool (Churcher,
2014, p. 35). This key aspect of the SCT relates to the connection between
language and social-emotional characteristics. The process of connecting these
two domains is vital in the educational world. After the learning occurs on a
social level, a student is then able to internalize this information resulting in
intrapsychological (Anastopoulos, 1985, p.10). Once a child learns within
authentic interactions, they can make sense of the knowledge they have absorbed.
In continuing along this thought process, Vygotsky coined the term Zone of
Proximal Development (ZPD) which focuses on teacher and student interactions.
He defines ZPD as “the distance between the actual development level as
determined by independent problem solving and the level of potential
development as determined through problem-solving under guidance or in
collaboration with more capable peers” (Eun, 2019, p.20; Vygotsky, 1978). The
verbal discussions and social interactions contribute to the learner internalizing
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newly learned material with guidance from the teacher. With encouragement and
scaffolding instruction, a teacher can aid in building a child’s narrative language.
An additional central aspect to Vygotsky’s thought process was his idea of
private speech. Through Vygotsky’s lens, private speech is essential to a young
student’s academic growth. It is believed that private speech was useful as a selfregulatory function for children as they develop (Anastopoulos, 1985, p.2).
Cognitive development relies heavily on language and provides students with the
ability to accomplish tasks and engage in social interactions. Language skills
learned from peers and teachers build a firm foundation for research. This
contributed to my research around the aspects of identifying, labeling one’s
emotions and conversations and spotlighting social-emotional learning. By using
self-talk to evaluate one’s emotions, students learned how to reinforce the
language they use internally and externally by infusing this vocabulary within
narratives. Strong narratives include details that assist with the flow of the story
being told. Including descriptive words would additionally add to a more detailed
story. Implementing the Feeling Words lessons assists with developing emotional
intelligence that has a direct connection to learning from peers, relying on
scaffolded vocabulary instruction, maintaining the ZPD, and activating private
speech.
There are various connections between Vygotsky’s SCT and the research
study regarding tapping into social-emotional learning (SEL), narrative language
development, and vocabulary. In my research, I noticed that teachers can assist
students in labeling and promote students to use social-emotional feelings words
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which can strengthen their narrative language skills. Within Vygotsky’s work,
which Lantolf (2019) brings to light, he notes that “the source of language
development lives in the “ideal” which is understood as the models provided by
adults” (p. 391). With the assistance of a teacher implementing a portion of the
RULER Approach, a social-emotional curriculum, teachers can actively include
and enhance vocabulary into narratives by modeling. In the RULER Approach are
the Feeling Words lessons. The Feeling Words lessons concurrently lend
themselves to Vygotsky’s SCT by looking critically at language, vocabulary, and
the role of SEL. These areas of learning have a direct connection to my research.
Researchers Lui (2005) and Robbins (2001) claim that Vygotsky’s “linguistic
study was more like what we call today semantics, pragmatics and study of
discourse” (p. 393).
Critically looking at the meaning of words, the context in which the word
is used and the use of words in a social context, the research aligns with
Vygotsky’s SCT. In understanding the focus on tapping into one’s emotional
intelligence, the need to make sense of emotional words lends itself strongly to
the idea that the practice of this language with others is vital. From the view of
social constructionism, how people perceive the world has a strong knowledgebuilding foundation sustained through daily interactions in social settings,
especially those that involve language (Alvermann, Unrau & Ruddell, 2013, p.
61). This additionally supports the decision to view the study through Vygotsky’s
SCT lens.
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Research Question
How do Asian-American early childhood students respond and articulate narrative
language development through RULER's Feeling Words lessons?
Terms Used in This Dissertation
The RULER Approach: a step-by-step social-emotional approach developed with
the purpose to build emotional intelligence for students from pre-school to 12
grades. This approach focuses first on concentrating on preparing school faculty
and staff with the tools they need to tap into social-emotional learning, then aims
to assist students and families with the needed guidelines of how to build and
maintain one’s social and emotional well-being.

Emotional Intelligence: an individual’s awareness of emotions. This refers to how
an individual handles their own emotions and can identify the emotions of others.

Feeling Words lessons: a series of lessons stemming from The RULER Approach
that focuses on building vocabulary instruction to strengthen social and emotional
language and skills.
Internet Ethnography: also referred to as virtual ethnography, will be defined as a
methodological approach in which the participants can take part in the study by
participating virtually. Through computer interactions, the research can view the
students within the online setting.
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Social and Emotional Learning (SEL): how an individual internalizes one’s own
and other’s emotions. In addition, the process in which an individual can manage
and regulate emotions which can lend to emphasizing with others.

Sociocultural Theory (SCT): a theory in which society and culture largely impact
an individual’s learning. These social interactions are proposed to advance human
intelligence.

Narrative Language: the verbal skills used to tell a story. When referring to
narrative language throughout this dissertation, verbal skills are primarily focused
on the use of vocabulary and the basis of storytelling.
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CHAPTER II: LITERATURE REVIEW
Theoretical Framework
When looking at utilizing Vygotsky’s sociocultural and language theory,
this present study aligns with prior research within the sociocultural and language
theory framework. Wang, Bruce, and Hughes (2011) used Vygotsky’s
sociocultural theory to inform literacy research. In their findings, when students
were provided with a collaborative learning environment that allowed students to
interact with a learning tool, Vygotsky’s sociocultural framework shined through.
Vygotsky claimed that when students internalize the use of a tool in social
interaction, this can lead to a higher order of thinking development (Vygotsky,
1986). Similarly, another powerful aspect to connect this research to Vygotsky’s
theory focuses on speech in correlation to a child’s development. Vygotsky
believed that with “internalization” children could segue from external to inner
speech (Jones, 2009, p. 167). Speech and internalization of the Feeling Words unit
show the adhesiveness of the theory and study. Thus, Vygotsky’s sociocultural
and language theory guides the organization of this literature review.
What is literacy? Literacy Defined
Educational jargon around the term literacy usually encompasses
buzzwords such as decodable texts, high-frequency words, guided reading, just
right books, think-alouds, and word walls. This list of literacy jargon can be heard
daily by educators, while the definition of literacy can often be lost. Literacy is
not a straightforward definition, but is multifaceted. Literacy primarily
encompasses reading, writing, listening and speaking skills that help us
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communicate with each other. There have been some consistencies throughout the
past century, when focusing on literacy, yet there have also been changes. A
combination of one’s capability to write and read if often thought of a literacy.
Reading and writing have a partnership in which researchers Anderson et al.,
(1985), as cited within Bulat et al.’s work, describe reading as a process in which
the meaning of the written text is constructed (p.7). Thus, literacy is inclusive of
speaking, listening, writing, and comprehension. As researchers Bulat et al.
(2007) argue, referencing Snow and the RAND Reading Study Group (2002), that
literacy development also includes skills under the umbrella of literacy such as
“motivation, vocabulary, linguistic knowledge, background knowledge, strategy
knowledge, and cognitive capacities” (p. 2). The application of effectively using
one’s literacy skills is equivalent to the ability to communicate. Narrative
language taps into one’s ability to communicate, which can be defined as using
components of written and oral language that applies literacy skills used to
express a story (Spencer & Petersen, 2018). The crucial component to defining
literacy is found in understanding the effects of applying literacy skills. When
applying aspects of writing, reading, listening, and speaking, literacy transforms
into a vital form of communication in which others can efficiently converse with
each other. As findings conclude, literacy abilities and oral narratives are skills
that are intertwined within each other (Botting, 2002, p. 4). For the purpose of this
research study, literacy will be looked through a lens as defined as the ability to
communicate through modes such as reading, writing, listening, and speaking.
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Historical Analysis Social and Emotional Learning
A historical analysis of SEL is warranted to understand the depth and
breadth related to the research. While thoughts and understanding of emotions can
be traced back to scholars such as Socrates over the past 50 years, what is now
categorized as social and emotional learning is relatively new. The evolution of
SEL begins in the late 1960s when James Comer created what is now known as
the Comer Project. Comer looked at student’s home experiences and noticed how
these experiences influenced academic achievement and how they could promote
a positive school climate (Dunham, 2020). The early stages of social-emotional
learning found their base here. In addition, what also found its beginnings with
Comer’s work was the focal point of supporting the home-school connection to
build lasting relationships. Continuing in Comer’s direction, the term emotional
intelligence appeared on the scene in the 1970s within literacy programs under the
pioneer educator Marvin Maurer (Our History, 2013). Maurer is recognized as
being the developer of the Feeling Words lessons which years later led to the
creation of the RULER Approach co-created with his nephew Marc Brackett who
additionally is the present director at Yale’s Center for Emotional Intelligence
(Our History, 2013).
In 1990, the term emotional intelligence (EI) emerged from informative
researchers Peter Salovey and John Mayer. According to Salovey and Mayer, EI
“asserts that all individuals possess the ability to leverage their emotions to
enhance thinking, judgment, and behavior” (Brackett, Delaney, & Salovey, 2020).
The union between intellect and feelings was being recognized. Salovey and
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Mayer created a model with 4 branches that incorporates how emotion can play a
role in aspects of everyday life, especially in the realm of learning. These four
major branches are identified as the ability to perceive emotion, understand
emotion, manage emotion, and use emotion to facilitate thought (Mayer, Caruso,
& Salovey, 2016, p.5). This four-branch model was the platform for the beginning
framework for emotional intelligence. Over time, this model has expanded and
branches have been added and altered. As Brackett, Delaney, and Salovey (2020)
insist in their reflection on Salovey and Mayer’s work, research findings
summarize that the use of emotion can generate thinking. This connection
between emotions and thinking took shape even further during the 1990s.
As time progressed the evolution of the term emotional intelligence
transformed by encompassing social interactions. The actual term ‘social and
emotional learning’ materialized in a 1994 meeting held by Fetzer Institute
(History, 2020). The classification of SEL is a relatively new category. CASEL
was created to adhere to the SEL needs of students and assist teachers with best
practices and strategies to promote positive developments for students
(History, 2020). Under the umbrella of CASEL, there are five competencies.
These competencies are interconnected and emphasize the prime areas of SEL.
Self-awareness, social awareness, self-management, responsible decision-making,
and relationship skills create the five sections of the CASEL framework which is
noted as the most influential social and emotional framework in the United States
of America (Walton et al., 2019, p. 1). Each of these skills has their unique skills
set yet overlap in areas. Self-awareness is specified as being able to recognize
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one’s emotions where are social awareness is defined as the ability to empathize
with others, including recognizing social norms (Bridgeland et al., 2013, p. 16).
Self-management is regarded as the capability to regulate one’s own emotions
while responsible decision-making is a skill learned to assist with making ethical
choices (Atwell et al., 2019, p.13) Additionally, relationship skills are harvesting
positive relationships with others while additionally being able to be an active
listener (Dusenbury et al., 2015, p.5). With these groupings of skill sets, CASEL
vigorously set in motion research to seek the connections between SEL and
academics. With the frontloading efforts of CASEL, a new social and emotional
curriculum entered the field of learning to contribute to student’s emotionally
intelligent needs.
To develop students’ emotional skills, RULER created the Feeling Words
lessons. The Feeling Words lessons gives teachers specific ‘feeling words’ per
unit to teach students what are designated to develop the student’s literacy
instruction through the RULER framework and extends the school's language arts
curriculum (Brackett et al., 2019, p.149). Positive effects have stemmed from
using RULER for literacy instruction. As Gershon & Pellitteri (2018) inform, “a
feelings vocabulary is embedded into curricula and strategies for expressing
emotions are role-played. Emotions of characters are highlighted when reading
storybooks and personal stories are shared with students to highlight teachers’
experiences with emotion” (p. 33). The incorporation of using the feeling
vocabulary is demonstrated as being positively beneficial. The Feeling Words
units implemented additionally build on the existing literacy curriculum. Within
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his 2019 book debut, Permission To Feel: Unlocking the Power of Emotions to
Help Our Kids, Ourselves, and Our Society Thrive, Brackett, expresses the
importance of labeling emotions, the key component in the Feeling Words
lessons. Brackett (2019) states that when a word is attached to feeling, the
emotion being labeled is given substance, which provides people the ability to
compare feeling with one another (p. 107). By making connections to words, you
can converse with others on emotional and social levels. Presently, Brackett has
broken barriers and is the co-founder of Oji Life Lab where social-emotional
learning is targeted for businesses.
Today, the American Institutes for Research (AIR) organizes research that
focuses on the social and emotional environments for learning and mental healthrelated concerns (American Institutes for Research, 2020). Research on the
correlations between building social and emotional strategies and academics is
expanding. Additional other organizations have put the importance of SEL at the
forefront. Under the Aspen Institute, policy studies and educational organization,
a National Commission of Social, Emotional, and Academic Development was
held in 2019 which released the report “From a Nation at Risk, To a Nation at
Hope” (The Aspen Institute, 2020). Outcomes from this report solidified the
importance of SEL and the positive repercussions on education. As Berliner
(2019) confirmed, the significance of the learning process and SEL coexist with
academic success. As of 2020, preschools in all the 50 states of the United States
of America have SEL standards, while 18 states have such standards for grades
kindergarten through 12 grades (SEL Policy, 2020). It is proposed that the number
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of states to accept SEL standards will increase. With additional schools accepting
SEL programs, money for such programs is needed. Projected for the 2021 school
year, legislation has proposed $172 million to go towards SEL which can address
the needs of students and educators (House Committee on Appropriations, 2020).
Social-Emotional Learning
A student’s social and emotional needs attribute to support of the student,
physically, mentally, and emotionally. With an urge to look closely at teacher
practice, Martinez (2006) used a practitioner research inquiry in an urban school
setting that had teachers reflect on an SEL curriculum that had been in place. The
focus of the study wanted to stress the importance of addressing both the social
and emotional as well as cognitive development of the students. One teacher in
the urban charter school claimed that the SEL curriculum had changed the way
she handled social-emotional issues in/out of the classroom. She felt as though
there was a common language to discuss emotions and problems in which she
stated made her a better teacher (Martinez, 2006, p.17). The common language
that was established between the teacher and her student was because of the
creation of the student’s vocabulary. The significance of this finding shows a
strong, refined bond where conversation can blossom from integrating an SEL
curriculum. Teacher reflections through Martinez’s (2006) work found that a
large portion of teachers realized SEL is the foundation of learning rather than an
add-on or extension to learning (p.17).
Brackett (2019) found expressing emotions benefit specific ways such as
improved mental and physical health. The reduction of stress, increase in immune
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function, higher grades to prepare for college readiness and long-term
improvement in moods are all factors that can help to transform feelings and
thoughts (Brackett, 2019, p. 137). Not only does the SEL curriculum support
students, but teachers as well. Research shows that teachers with more developed
emotional skills experience more positive emotions while teaching, which is
reflected in their work. With teachers implementing an SEL curriculum, teachers
recognize they are the primary role model for student emotional learning. As
Brackett (2019) discovered, SEL cannot be addressed only in morning meetings
or when incidents occur (p.204). The RULER approach sets the scene to tap into
this gap. With a focus on improving social-emotional competence through
RULER, researchers found that students were able to tap into their socialemotional competencies using RULER’s anchor tools that supported
socioemotional skills through emotional based activities (Ahmed & Abdullah,
2020. P. 672). A deeper look is warranted to examine and understand RULER.
Understanding RULER: Interviews with RULER Personnel
In a structured interview, on April 4th, 2021, I interviewed the Director of
Communications at the Center for Emotional Intelligence, Nicole Elberton via
Zoom (see appendix B). Elberton agreed to participate in an interview to discuss
the underpinning of RULER. Elberton is a major contributor to the evaluation,
development and implementation of RULER. When referring to appendix B, the
interview with Elberton proved significant by providing advantageous
information critical to being aware of what the Feeling Words lessons are.
Extracting information form the interview provided me an understanding to The
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Feeling Words units. These units were embedded into the RULER Curriculum to
assist with teaching the Mood Meter where students identify and label emotions.
While the Feeling Words units are a quarter of the elementary curriculum, they are
absent from the middle and high school curriculums. This is a result from learning
the emotional vocabulary at the early stages of development through storybooks
and personal narrative conversations.
The following questions were structured in order to attain specific
information that connected back to the research question. Elberton was given the
following set of questions a week before the interview to prepare her answers.
1.

What is RULER?

2.

What is the Feeling Words Curriculum? How is it implemented?

3.

What is the importance of the Feeling Words Curriculum?

4.

How can the Feeling Words Curriculum assist literacy achievement?

5.

How might the Feeling Words Curriculum tap into children’s narrative
language development?

6.

How does the Feeling Words Curriculum build students’ emotional
intelligence?

7.

Could Feeling Words Curriculum be adapted for English- As A Second
Language Learner? If so, how?

8.

What advice would you give when implementing the Feeling Words

Curriculum?
Within the interview, Elberton gave great detail about what RULER is
and what it encompasses. She explained that RULER includes four major
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components which are The Mood Meter, Meta Moment, The Charter and The
Blueprint. Elberton clarified that The Feeling Words lessons are not a curriculum
but rather a tool used to help assist identifying words to understand The Mood
Meter. The Feeling Words lessons assist with building social awareness and vital
in managing emotions. Elberton also explained that these components in The
Feeling Words lessons assist with building vocabularies. From a research point of
view, Elberton explained that when vocabulary is tied to experiences, it can be
more impactful. In order for the students to understand the words or concepts on
another level, vocabulary needs to be built as a part of narratives. When
introducing the vocabulary word, I was guided to not just talk about what the
word means out of context such as a sole definition, but to tie it to an experience.
Elberton was explicit in stating this would be the major take away rather than the
students just understanding what a definition of a word is. She went into deeper
depth by explaining how students need to be taught how to recognize, understand,
label, express and regulate emotions. The Feeling Words lessons build on these
concepts. Lastly, Elberton suggested to make clear, concise and relatable story
examples when presenting the feeling words at the beginning of the lessons. This
was a suggestion that Elberton believed would help the students understand the
new word as well as assist in building stronger vocabularies.
In an unstructured interview, on May 5th, 2021, I interviewed Craig Bailey
via Zoom (see appendix C). Bailey consented to participate in the interview to
discuss Yale’s Center of Emotional Intelligence’s systematic approach to the SEL,
feeling words lessons. As a co-developer of RULER, this interview gave
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knowledge to the implementation of the feeling words sessions and a deeper
understanding to the importance of how to teach early childhood dual-language
learners.
When referring to appendix C, the significance of speaking with Bailey
reiterated the importance of language development in association with
socialization. He additionally provided suggestions on how to implement The
Feeling Words lessons. By simply modeling, students would be able to learn
emotions by observing others and their emotional intelligence. In taking a step
back and letting the students learn from each other, true learning can occur. Bailey
stated that by expressing our feelings verbally, students can also become aware of
facial expressions and body language. Bailey also recommended to integrate readalouds to the students so that they are exposed to realistic examples of feelings.
By making comparisons between oneself and characters within a book, students
have the opportunity to define the feeling words and recall them easier when
making a connection. Bailey also reminded me to take into account that we all
learn in different modalities. Providing students with opportunities to internalize
the new words and practice with each other, real learning could occur. From a
basic communication standpoint, The Feeling Words lessons provide an
opportunity for children to communicate their needs. Students can articulate why
they are feeling a way and work on communicating better. Lastly, Bailey’s
concluded that The Feeling Words lessons can tap into creating a shared language.
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The RULER Approach
RULER is an evidence-based approach that is implemented by schools
with a focus on tapping into the SEL necessary for students. The acronym
RULER stands for “recognizing, understanding, labeling, expressing, and
regulating emotion” (RULER, 2013) which is the mission of the approach that
was developed at the Yale Center for Emotional Intelligence. The premise behind
implementing RULER in schools is to create a safe learning environment where
all aspects of a student, physical, mental and emotional, can prosper. With
implementing RULER in schools, student-led initiatives could lead to honing skill
set development in authentic ways. The four anchor tools in RULER are
implemented, which assists students to build their emotional intelligence.
The Mood Meter helps to expand a student’s emotional vocabulary by
using everyday words and substituting them with more advanced words. Findings
have should that students previously used words such as ‘ok’ or ‘fine’ and used
words such as ‘alienated’ and ‘hopeless,’ or ‘tranquil’ and ‘serene’ (NYSUT,
2014). The Meta-Moment educates students on how to react in a range of
emotional situations, use the emotion words terminology, and how to take a
change of these emotions. The Charter are agreed upon behaviors and guidelines
for the community which state how an individual would like to be treated as well
as goals to create a positive culture. The Blueprint is used to help dimmish
conflict and can assist with repairing relationships. Aside from these four pillars
that create RULER, the Feeling Words Units focus on building and enhancing an
emotional vocabulary. Aside from research provided by Yale’s Center for
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Emotional Intelligence, data from another research study provided imperative
findings. Gershon & Pell (2018) found that RULER was effective in increasing
academic achievement for students in preschool (p. 37). From Gershon & Pell’s
study, findings produced showed that RULER additionally had components that
were successful in preschooler’s academic and social-emotional development.
These elements encompassed the emotional knowledge and emotional recognition
as well as components of emotional regulation and emotional self-control
(Gershon & Pell, 2018, p. 37). In totality, the RULER curriculum seemed to
support the SEL for young students.
Although there has been praise for RULER, this praise is limited to
emotional intelligence. Jones, Barnes, Bailey, and Doolittle (2017) found that
RULER targets only an emotional component which neglects cognitive, social,
academic and behavioral aspects (p.55). Building emotional understanding is
embedded within many schools. It is major to attend to all aspects of a student,
not just a specific area. As the researchers continue to make clear, RULER’s
focuses are “poorly aligned with measured outcomes” (Jones, Barnes, Bailey, &
Doolittle, 2017, p.57-58). The ability to measure emotions is problematic.
As researcher O’Grady (2019) findings suggest, the implementation of
RULER is successful based on effectively preparing school communities before
implementation. This makes clear that RULER is not perfect and must be
implemented with fidelity to be effective. Staff resistance, the pressure from
another initiative to enact, buy-in from stakeholders and lack of professional
development all contributed to RULER being less successful. Unless RULER is
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rolled out diligently, the outcomes from the SEL platform fall flat. To look more
intently at the RULER framework, the Feeling Words Units needs to be
addressed.
Feelings Word Units
Looking at researchers Rivers & Brackett's (2010) findings, their focus
explored the emotional vocabularies of students which concluded that such
vocabularies needed support and scaffolding since they were not developed. The
findings concluded RULER reinforced the English language arts curriculum and
allowed students to use sophisticated vocabulary which additionally increased
reading comprehension (Rivers & Brackett, 2010, p. 86). The power of labeling
emotions using the Feeling Words lessons helps to meet the needs of the students
themselves and opens a way for students to understand their behaviors and to
communicate this feeling. As Brackett (2019) emphasizes, labeling emotions
organizes and legitimizes experiences. “When we attach a word to a feeling, it
gives emotion substance and creates a mental model of the world which means it
can be compared with other feelings we have and also with other people’s
feelings” (Brackett, 2019, p.107). The findings of Brackett’s research support the
increased importance to look at the effects of implementing the RULER
curriculum in urban early elementary schools, which would find an increased
knowledge bank with academic vocabulary.
Narrative Language
“Narrative is a term applied to a variety of discourse genres including
personal narratives, scripts, and fictional stories” (Minami, 2002, p.77; Hudson &
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Shapiro, 1991). At early ages, children hone their narrative skills. As Dr. Minami
(2002) in other words says, the narrative is the first discourse that children learn
children retell personal events imploring skills such as retelling in sequential
order and making connections to themed events (p. 77-78). Within these
narratives, children activate skills such as providing the setting of their story,
summarizing events, identifying and expanding on actions that occurred, and
closing to their narrative by providing an ending. Minami claims that narrative is
the first extended discourse that children learn (p. 78). These early narrative skills
develop around the preschool years. As children continue to grow, their narratives
become more sophisticated. The context within their narratives advance to include
elements with more details. What is most interesting is not only the differences
that emerge from children’s age differences, but also how narratives diverge
based on culture.
For example, African American children tell a narrative consisting of a
series of implicitly associated personal anecdotes (Michaels, 1981, 1991).
Hawaiian children present ‘talk story,’ rambling personal narratives enhanced
with humor, jokes, and teasing in the form of joint performance, or cooperative
production of responses by two or more speakers (Au, 1993) (p.79).
When looking at the narratives of Japanese children, the experiences that they
verbally retell simulate the structure of haiku. The structure of these narratives
usually includes a setting and an event that can correlate to a one-event narrative.
As Minami (2002) continues, how children develop one’s narrative style reflects
on their socialization process. Looking at narrative development from a range of
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different linguistic backgrounds has a strong linkage and important insight into
the sociocultural basis of language acquisition.
With a focus on vocabulary, narrative language tasks support ways for
children to exhibit a vast scope of linguistic skills (Paris & Paris, 2003). The
connection between narratives and vocabulary is robust. The development of
narratives goes hand in hand with the building of vocabulary skills. As Petersen,
Gillam, Spencer, & Gillam (2010) found, the development of narratives is not a
quick and easy process, it is a gradual process that follows incorporates a range of
different levels of complexity in linguistic features (p. 393). According to
McKeown (2019) students can build and actively use newly learned vocabulary
by being in rich language environments and extensive continuously reading
sessions which support learners with abundant practice with word forms (p. 467).
Repetition and consistently being exposed to vocabulary, both visually and
verbally, assist with forming a strong literacy platform that can be connected to
other areas of learning. With the Feeling Words lessons, visual and verbal
vocabulary interactions support the needs of students that can be transformed into
narrative development.
Vocabulary Instruction
In the early years of education, students focus on building their language
skills. Focus areas of academic instruction can include phonological awareness,
letter knowledge, early writing skills, verbal fluency, and vocabulary. As
Gallingane and Han make clear, vocabulary is a foundational skill of great
importance. Vocabulary is a vital aspect of oral language ability. To
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communicate, children must know what words mean. Being able to communicate
is especially essential in situations that cause powerful emotions (Gallingane, &
Han 2015, p. 354). The emotion vocabulary is connected right into narrative
language and is recognized as assisting students in expressing their emotions with
vocabulary as a characteristic needed to articulate these feelings. While there is a
connection between expressing feelings and vocabulary, little research validates
how to teach both in conjunction. As Ashdown and Bernard (2012) note,
cognitive competence, which entails writing, reading, and critical thinking skills,
along with social-emotional competence, are important predictors of academic
achievement. While these interesting competencies predict academic
achievement, they do not specify the area of academia.
In agreement with the previous researchers, Dresser (2012) proves that a
challenge for students is learning vocabulary, which is a key to academic success.
Within his research, Dresser found that students who learn related vocabulary and
social-emotional skills could characterize problems and establish goals, which
gave them a higher likelihood of comprehending text. Embedded within RULER
are The Feeling Words lessons. Researchers Rivers & Brackett (2010) applied
The Feeling Words lessons into an English language arts curriculum in a middle
suburban school. The emotional vocabularies of students are insufficient.
There is a relationship between literacy and word recognition. The
background knowledge that encompasses the close-knit relationship between
narrative language and vocabulary is necessary to understand. To investigate this
particular relationship, Marilyn Jager Adams (2013) looks at the four processors
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that attribute to the modeling of the reading system, which are the orthographic,
context, meaning and phonological processors (p. 795). Adams explains how
these four functional processors have unique qualities but are interrelated and
share connections. The orthographic processor visually receives information from
what we are reading. This is where we recognize the conventions of writing, the
processing of letter order and breaking words into syllables. The context
processor’s main goal is to pairing meaning with the text to the appropriateness of
the reading. This is closely tied to the meaning processor. The meaning processor,
is used to learn new meanings from context, understand the prefixes, suffixes and
roots of words as well as the importance of direct vocabulary instruction which
shows a favorable increase in reading comprehension and word knowledge
(Adams, 2013, pg. 796). Lastly, the phonological processor encompasses
producing speech sounds, taps into the memorization of speech sounds, and
focuses on the blending of speech sounds. The awareness of the functional
processors contributes to comprehending the strong correlation between SEL
vocabulary lessons and increased academic achievement.
Asian-American Narrative Language & Vocabulary Instruction
In order to dive deeper into this study, it is essential to look at the literacy
development in Asian-American communities. I made it my duty as an
ethnographer to become culturally aware of the Asian- American population.
Annually, Asians are the largest group of immigrants arriving in the United States
(Pew Research Center, 2012). This means, learning about the multilingualism and
multiculturism of Asian- American families is a crucial component to this study.
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Researcher Melody Kung looked critically at Asian language minorities compared
to native English speakers. Within her research, she attentively made it clear that
Asian language minorities could possibly need more focus on sounds and letters
due to the fact that in Asian languages, print representation is nonalphabetic
(Koda, 2007). Taking this into consideration, illustrations, diagrams and graphic
organizers has been embedded into the 10 session lessons to avert an issue. It is
also critical to look at the impact of parental native language. Since these lessons
will be taught within the comfort of the students’ homes, the environment and
those who impact the student’s learning, is important. According to responses
from the parent survey, all of the parents were born outside of the United States.
As the researcher, I need to take into account that “Asian and Pacific Islander
children with U.S.-born parents are more likely to be proficient in reading and
math” (Annie E. Casey Foundation, 2014, p. 16). With this statistic, the impactful
factor of immigrant Asian families plays a role in learning literacy. It statistically
shows that the students could begin with a disadvantage since their parents were
not born in the United States. Although all students were born in the United
States, the influence of their non-native parents is worth taking a look into. This
is closely aligned to literacy development. As Aud et al. (2010) stated, The Early
Childhood Longitudinal Study Birth Cohort of 2001 showed that 49% of Asian 4year-olds tested proficient in letter recognition, which was rated the highest
proficiency (Aud, Fox, KewalRamani, & National Center for Education Statistics,
p. 54). Letter recognition is a significant literacy factor that will be an accessory
to learning the feeling words content. Implementing prior knowledge, schema and
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scaffolding diligently, these Asian- American students can be supported. With the
information provided from the parent survey, it was noted that most of the
students spoke Chinese within their household. This information also provided to
be significant. According to Emma Garcia (2015), 64 % of Asian elementary
students speak a language other than English at home (Economic Policy Institute,
p. 3). Once again, the background knowledge that I have researched helped to
comprehend how to implement the best practices for Asian-American students.
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CHAPTER III: METHODS AND PROCEDURES
Research Question
How do Asian-American early childhood students respond and articulate narrative
language development through RULER's Feeling Words lessons?
Research Design and Data Analysis
For the purpose of this study, a qualitative research approach was
necessary. This was warranted because I captured and described the experiences
the students exhibited in order to make meaning of the needs that early childhood
students needed to foster their narrative language development with the
incorporation of emotional vocabulary infused feeling words lessons. An
ethnographic form of qualitative research was conducted. Ethnography means
‘writing’ about people’ and a form of research that focuses on perspectives of
members within a particular group (Bloomberg & Volpe, 2019, p. 52). The
rationale behind selecting ethnography stemmed from the deep-rooted strong
background that ethnography has within language development and sociocultural
learnings. Mulhull states that “interpretation being exercised by the ethnographer
alone” (p. 312). The data collection being performed must be one that is
descriptive in order to be effective. These are the two major aspects of my
research. As the researcher, I am curious about ESL and narrative language
development that occurs naturally in sociocultural contexts, which aligns with the
basis of ethnographic inquiry. The reasoning for the selection of this design, also
lent itself to look closely at the foundation of theories in culture. Ethnographic
research allows researchers to view learning, literacy development, practice, and
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instruction as they occur naturally in sociocultural contexts (Purcell-Gates, 2011,
pg. 135). As an ethnographic researcher, my research students were all from the
cultural group defined as Asian-American. This aligns with the deep’s roots of the
research methods concept of culture. As Zhang (2014) claims, ethnographic
researchers believe that only ethnographic data specifically provides insight into
human behavior (p. 6). By allowing the researcher to see how a child learns, the
most authentic data can be collected. A deep look and understanding of how realworld experiences impact learning highlights social implications for learning is
warranted. Guba & Lincoln (1994) state that “human behavior, unlike that of
physical objects, cannot be understood without reference to the meanings and
purposes attached by human actors to their activities" (p. 106). This aligns with
the foundations and benefits of an ethnographic study.
With close teaching interactions with the participants, I worked towards
gaining an understanding of their narrative language development. Through such
immersion, observations and interactions were used to look critically at the
learning experience of social-emotional intelligence and narrative language
development. These personalized face-to-face interactions with the children lead
to framing my research with a lens to perceive my results. As the teacher, I
focused on the learning process as it happens naturally.
This ethnography focused on a small group of early childhood students, 10
participants. The ages of these children ranged from 3 to 6 years old. The purpose
of selecting this methodology was to gain a perspective of students’ growth in
narrative language by incorporating the SEL curriculum. To understand the
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language of the group of students, I observed the group during our twice-a-week
sessions and gained a perspective for their individualized learning styles. The core
underpinnings have an emphasis on the student’s experiences. By understanding
the children’s perspectives of real-world interactions with social-emotional
learning words, I could understand the impact on their narrative language. In
addition, COVID-19 additionally had an impact.
As Camacho-Zuñiga, Pego, Escamilla, and Hosseini (2021) state, “the
RULER program has been an additional means for supporting students throughout
the COVID-19 pandemic” (p.9). When looking at student mental health, at the
high school level, the researchers found that the practices of RULER were useful
for providing the students with a daily common emotional language. Carrie
MacMillan also chimes in and speaks about the focus of many schools
implementing SEL programs. With COVID-19 ever present, schools, have are
employing all or partially remote formats, to help students cope and to build their
emotional intelligence (MacMillian, 2020, p.1). As MacMillian continues to
discuss, as students continue to obtain an education through a pandemic, honing
skills that support a strong foundation for emotional intelligence is vital.
The study began with the implementation of RULER’s Feelings Words
lessons taught by myself. I have had training in implementing the Feeling Words
lessons which showed that my knowledge of this program was not a threat of
validity. Training included professional development courses, attending
curriculum meetings, and engagement in best practices of how to implement the
curriculum. The Common Core-aligned Feeling Words lessons were used as a
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literacy tool twice a week for an hour-long session. This language-based
emotional literacy tool was for students to be empowered to describe their human
emotions by accessing their narrative language skills.
A contingency teaching plan for the feeling words unit was essential. As
Kelcey & Carlisle (2003) explicitly state, “how teachers teach in a given lesson
reflects the nature of the concepts, skills, and knowledge that students need to
learn in that lesson” (p. 302). If teachers wish for their students to be successful,
they need to ensure that a contingency teaching plan is put in place in order to
effectively support them. When focusing on the given emotion word, this
contingency plan will benefit the researcher by allowing them to reestablish a
purpose for the lesson and to effectively analyze the modeled lesson before
implementing it. Each teacher teaches differently and has a vast amount of
curriculum and skills to cover. It will be best to focus on the specific skill for each
lesson. Within this skill area, I was prepared to keep students focused and reach
the end goal for each week. A teacher can plan a perfect lesson and still have no
success. The purpose of a contingency teaching plan is to keep students on task
and prepare to have alternative plans set in place to return to the original plan if
students do not grasp or fall off task. The use of prompting and cueing was used
to help students comprehend and make meaning of the given emotion word.
Background knowledge, reflective and heuristic prompts were embedded within
the lesson plan to help students remember a previous experience, think about their
thinking and develop an informal problem- solving procedure (Fisher & Fry,
2014, p. 283).
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RULER Bias
In order to be transparent, it is important to address any possible personal
bias I may have with RULER. That given, I note that I understand that I have
clear bias with inclinations in favor of RULER. As a teacher, I have implemented
RULER previously. Since I have had training with teaching and learning RULER,
I was familiar with the mission of the program. A bias that was made known of
was the success of the program within my integrated co-teaching 2nd grade
classroom for the previous two school years. With such successes, I was able to
modify and adapt lessons based on the students’ needs within the classroom so
that they could be more successful at implementing them in their verbal
discussions.
An additional bias was my exposure to implementing the Mood Meter. I
had preconceived notions that the Asian-American students would have difficulty
understanding how to apply feeling words to the Mood Meter similarly to how my
own students struggled to label emotions. I added visual supports for each feeling
word during the Zoom sessions to support discussions. In conjunction, instead of
teaching all the units, two Feeling Words units (disappointed and kind) were left
out due to parent’s time restraints for the duration of the program.
To mitigate the aforementioned bias, I selected the early childhood
population as my sample to implement RULER’s Early Childhood Feeling Words
Curriculum rather than the Elementary Feeling Words Curriculum which I was
familiar with teaching. In doing this, it opened up the opportunity for me to teach
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a curriculum that was new to me instead of a curriculum I have taught with and
revised. In addition, I used the Feeling Words units’ script as it was written.
Demographics
For the study, I recruited parents by sending out a recruitment letter to
colleagues in the Asian-American community within the education realm (see
appendix A). These colleagues assisted with forwarding the recruitment letter to
Asian-American parents through an official list serves in their relevant
community organizations. Through the recruitment letter, parents were asked to
contact me directly if they are interested in this study at which all informed
consent procedures were followed as outlined in the informed consent portion.
Once the parents had decided to join the study, parents were asked to pass along
the recruitment letter to other potentially interested participants. After contacting
the parent who agreed to have their child take part in the program, I asked for
their consent. After parents had confirmed consent for their child to be in the
study, I proceeded to ask the students if they would like to be in the study. I had
no existing relationships with the parents or students who were involved in the
study. This type of recruitment worked best in order to fit the purpose of the study
and to adjust to the constraints that COVID-19. All the participants were students
of similar ages and exposure to the English language. While the majority of the
students have not had direct social-emotional learning, most of the students were
exposed to basic feeling words such as happy and sad.
These students had prior Zoom lessons and participated in learning
virtually. All the student’s native language was Chinese, within the study these
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students spoke English. All the students were bilingual, with their primary native
language was Chinese. The parents of these students were also bilingual in both
the Chinese and English languages. By focusing on listening and speaking skills
in English, this study is an additional resource for the students to build their
English skills. These learning sessions were taught twice a week via Zoom. The
procedure in obtaining the students was based on parent enrollment in a 10
session SEL class where parents actively enlist in the program and want their
child to enhance SEL skills. All participating students were located in different
time zones and tried their best to attend the 10 teaching sessions. The students
logged in to these sessions with the assistance of their parents.
Population
10 Asian- American early childhood education students took part in this
study. Many students and parent’s primary language were identified as Chinese.
Both parents and students speak a combination of Chinese, Mandarin or English
within their households. Students were introduced and began speaking English
around 1½ to 3 years of age. Parents had their child participate in tutoring sessions
in which they wanted their child to build their English literacy skills while at the
same time learning SEL through RULER’s Feeling Words lessons. There were
seven girls and three boys who participated. There were no students with early
intervention and education programs (EIEPs) included in the student population.
Parent consent forms were given out before the beginning of the sessions. For
their child to participate in the study, the parent or guardian approved of the
consent form fully in order the reasoning behind the study and knowledge to what
is occurring within weekly lessons. The selected students represented the targeted
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population because this is a portion of the targeted population in which is the
focus of the scope of my study. The results are generalized within the academic
setting.
Procedures for Collecting Data
Charmaz (2015) breaks down an understanding of data collection by
stating “…through our methods, we first aim to see this world as our research
participants do- from the inside. Although we cannot claim to replicate their
views or reproduce their experiences in our own lives, we can try to enter their
settings and situations to the extent possible” (p. 24). To capture the authentic
experiences and learning of the students, this ethnography will have data that is
gathered through three methods: surveys, interviews, and participant
observations. With this triangulation of methods, there is a higher assurance of
validity that will strengthen the study.
Surveys
To better understand the background of the students, demographic
information will be collected from the parents about the students using Survey
Monkey. The data obtained will help to provide a clear interpretation of the
general student population. In addition, it will assist with generalization purposes.
The information that will be collected from this survey will assist with
specifically identifying the age, ethnicity, gender, current education level, and
exposure to language. The questions will include the following:
1. What is your child’s age?
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a. The question above was to ensure the population of students
fits within the 3–6-year-old targeted early childhood population
age range.
2. What is your child’s gender?
a. The question above was used to look at varying attitudes and
other indicators based on gender identification. The female or
male gender data can be used for further research to identify
discrepancies.
3. What ethnicity is your child?
a. The response to the question above was used to make meaning
and understand reasonings for reactions/specific learning styles
during observations. It was also used to take into account the
common cultural background that the students might share.
4. What is your child’s native language?
a. The question above was used to tap into how additional
languages might have an effect on the student grasping new
English words. The exposure, complexity and misinterpretation
of words can influence the research.
5. What is your native language?
a. The question above focuses on the parent. The response to this
question gave me insight that can be useful to understanding
the child’s early learning exposure to language. This parental
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information can be used for future research implications to see
how the parent’s language might affect the student’s language.
6. At what age did your child begin to learn English?
a. The question above helped to provide me with background
knowledge regarding the length of time that the student has
been practicing their English skills. The response to this
question will also provide me with a general outline of the lack
of or advancement of narrative language skills.
7. Within the household, what is the most common language spoken?
a. The question above was asked in order to tap into additional
languages that the student is frequently exposed to that might
have an effect on the student grasping new English words.
Interviews
Ethnography seeks to explain, describe, and provide insight into human
behavior in context, it is appropriate for questions that ask why, how, what is
happening, and what does it look like (Purcell-Gates, 2011, p. 137). This is a
pivotal reason for implementing interviews to extract inquiries that will lend
themselves to answering the research question. Students were individually
interviewed verbally before the start of the five-week teaching sessions to gain an
understanding of the student’s narrative language and current academic level. The
reason for employing this survey was to extract information from the students.
During the interview process, the creation of building a rapport with each child
was focused on in order for the student to feel comfortable. Within these
interviews, students participated in a short 10–15-minute interview, which they
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answered questions that gave background information regarding their exposure to
SEL as well as their present literacy learning levels. The questions were the
following:
1. How are you feeling?
This question focused on the R in RULER, recognizing emotions. This
might sound like a simple question, yet it is one we usually automatically have a
response to. The reasoning for asking this question taps into having the student
recognize the emotion that they are feeling at their current physical and mental
states. This helped to gauge the use of emotional vocabulary words. There can be
a vast difference and level of understanding from a response that state they are
feeling good, happy or sad compared to excited, elated or blue. This question
focused on the expressive and receptive language skills of narrative language.
2. Think of a time when you went to a place you really wanted to go to.
How did you feel?
This question focused on the U in RULER, understanding emotion. The
student was directed to focus on the underlining reasoning for feeling a particular
way. This focused on distinguishing a time they were happy from a time they felt
another emotion. An emphasis of the feeling words lessons looks at the
application of using an emotion within a story. The student was asked to recall
and retell a situation in order to put sentences together to formulate an answer to
the question.
3. How do you feel in your home?
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This question focused on the L in RULER, labeling emotions. This
question was selected in order to see the student’s emotional climate within the
household. It was asked to see if students are able to elicit feeling words to label
the emotion, they felt within their home setting. By labeling the emotion the
student was feeling, a deeper look was given at how the child was able to use this
word in a summary. This summary of emotion builds upon the creation of
building sentences that can create a story that can show a connection to their
narrative language. By asking this question, I put into action the student’s
narrative skills to formulate sequence of events.
4. If you just dropped your dinner on the floor, how would you feel?
This question focused on the E in RULER, expressing emotion. Often
gender, culture and race have a factor when expressing certain emotions
(Brackett, 2019. p. 133). In asking a situational question, the student was being
asked to provide an authentic, realistic response. The inclusion of facial
expressions and body language shows emotion in multiple forms. This can lend
itself to having the student’s culture and interactions with peers’ play integrate
into learning. This response can actually cause the student to flashback to a
similar situation, which is a characteristic of narrative language. In retelling or
stating a reaction to an action draws upon main story elements as well as
incorporating Vygotsky’s social constructivism and language theory.
5. How would you feel if your friend spilled water on you?
This question focused on the R in RULER, regulating emotion. In
eliciting this question, the students paired an emotion to how they were feeling if
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their friend spilled water on them. More importantly, the effects of the action
were verbally explained. A large part of regulating emotion emphasized the
combination and application of all the sections of RULER. This question put into
focus how students react based on their emotion and how they are able to verbally
communicate this. This question also drew upon how social interactions plays a
part in taking the perspective of the friend and themselves in the situation.
At the commencement of the 5 weeks, students were interviewed again for
a brief 10–15-minutes and asked the same questions. This structured interview
helped to show progress that had transpired from the implementation of the
Feeling Words lessons. This lent itself to the perceptual data that portrayed the
attitudes and beliefs of the students that will be exhibited in their learning. The
student’s perceptions related to SEL feeling words demonstrated the assumptions
and views they have as a frame of reference.
Observations
The observations were the crux of my research, in which carried out
insightful observations aimed to create meaningful stories. After each recorded
lesson, the sessions were re-watched. In order to safe- guard the data, I was the
only individual to access these recording. As the observer, I documented noticing,
scripted and relooked at my field notes. As Purcell-Gates (2011) states, field notes
are the backbone of ethnography research and are composed of including the date,
time, setting, observer, what was observed and the researcher’s comments will be
recorded (pg. 145). With these recording, I was able to focus on the student and
review things that I might have missed while teaching the lesson. This source of
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data allowed me to directly quote the students and see firsthand some of their
behaviors and body language. I additionally engaged with the students during the
lesson by posing questions in a neutral manner. By listening attentively to these
students’ responses, I probed students with follow-up questions. Being able to
have an in-depth conversation helped to formulate and provide a contextual
understanding to their responses. The purpose of this exploration guided me
towards fulfilling the research question.
Data Analysis and Synthesis
In analyzing and synthesizing my data, John W. Creswell’s qualitative
approach to inquiry was used. As Creswell (2007) states, “ethnographers study
the meaning of the behavior, the language, and the interaction among members of
the culture-sharing group” (p. 68-69). This is precisely what I did. I identified a
culture- sharing group, Asian Americans, and focused on the themes of literacy
and social emotional learning. I then gathered field notes, which consisted of
descriptions of my observations which themes and patterns presented
themselves. I managed, organized and analyzed my data in a sequential process
which helped to interpret my findings. The goal of the analysis was to seek
patterns and irregularities (Bloomberg & Volpe, 2019, p. 53). Observations made
during the lessons were used to interpret and find patterns throughout the learning
phenomenon. The data collection that was performed was descriptive to be
effective. I used what Geertz refers to as ‘thick description’ within the
ethnography. Thick description gives the reader an account where they can
visualize the experiences as if they were actually there. It provides a pathway to
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incorporate feeling and establish a platform to get the genuine experience from
the researcher’s observations. Geertz informs us that culture has a semiotic
meaning that needs to make sense of. “Culture is composed of psychological
structures by means of which individuals or groups of individuals guide their
behavior” (Geertz, 1973, p.3). When researching, culture is intertwined with
behaviors and the interactions of humans. Within the findings, the outcomes yield
the need for the society to address needs that pertain to social-emotional learning
and narrative language development.
In analyzing the observations and interviews, themes and patterns were
created and linked. After the collection of interviews, Lichtman’s (2013) data
analysis method called three c’s of data analysis: coding, categories and concepts,
were generated to create codes based on the interview data and themes. In order to
facilitate analysis, the use of the interview transcripts was used to identify
concepts. By coding the data, I categorized expressions, feeling word definitions,
the use of the feeling words within narrative explanations. Deductive coding
categories were used to assist with providing a generalization based on the
observations. With deductive codes, the linkage of ideas is connected back to the
observational data. During the coding phase, it was imperative to include an
interpretation. Based on Purcell-Gates (2011) recommendation, interpretations
can be thought of as “this is what we can learn from this study, and I can support
this with concrete, specific examples” (p. 150). These specific examples from the
observations were used to provide a generalization basis. When focused on
language, meaning is linked to a person’s experiences and the action in the world
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(Gee, 2013). Our perceptions, actions, interactions and feelings from these
experiences are collected and stored in our brains, which is tied to how we
perceive ourselves, our feelings and the world around us (Gee, 2013). Since
narrative language can be tied to experiences and real-time interactions, when
students can connect their new experiences to their past ones, they are able to
make meaning and understand the context better.
Mulhull (2003) suggests including a personal/reﬂective diary. Within this
reflective diary, my personal thoughts about teaching, the student’s reception of
the content taught and my reﬂections of my own experiences were recorded so
that these perspectives will not inﬂuence the work being done (p. 311). This way
what I was observing was filtered. During this reflective part, I added an
observer’s comments (O.C.) when summarizing my observations. It is imperative
to mention that when drawing conclusions, the research question was the primary
factor in clarifying data. The mindset that I had when it came to the interpretation
of the results was the thought process revolving around what I learned from the
study and how I could support this with concrete, specific examples (PurcellGates, 2011, p.150). Lastly, I incorporated the emic (internal perspective) and etic
views, such as an outsider looking in. I produced a cultural portrait which
included the views of the Asian American students, emic, as well as my views as
the researcher, etic. (Creswell, 2007, p.72). This way, both the participants and my
own interpretation are used for understanding.
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Ethical Considerations: Reliability, Validity, and Trustworthiness of the
Research Design
In order to consider ethical issues that might have arisen, I took the
necessary steps to address the following issues. As Purcell- Gates (2011) makes
clear, ethnographers admit that research data and analysis are always affected by
the researcher (p.148). Taking this into account, to ensure greater validity of the
data analysis, the parents of the students served as informant checkers. As
informant checkers, interpretations that I have applied were presented to the
parents. As a result, new insights from the informant checking process were
gained. Within the write- up section, I shared my preferences and biases that
relate to the research.
An advantage to using an internet ethnography was the ability to access
students in remote locations. All participants have pseudonyms to ensure
anonymity. Parents and students were given detailed consent/assent forms. Within
these consent forms, parents were fully disclosed that their child would be
participating in a doctoral research study. The reasoning for the study, awareness
that participation is voluntary, and how to contact the administrator of the study
were are all-inclusive in the consent forms. The assent forms were read to the
students by their parents and the teacher before the beginning of each session.
These forms were digitally emailed to all parents and students. Forms were signed
and digitally sent back. To ensure internet safety and confidentially, only I had
access to the Zoom account as well as a private code to enter each meeting.
Parents of the child sat next to the students throughout the entire lesson. If at any
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time, a parent did not want their child to continue with the study, they could
willingly remove their child. With permission from each parent and student, each
session was recorded to review happening throughout the lesson. Parents and
students received an over of each session (see appendix D).
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CHAPTER IV: SYNTHESIS AND DISCUSSION
Table 1
Survey Information

Reflexivity
As a white, middle-class, English- speaking American female from New
York, I do not speak any Asian languages (I do speak Spanish). I believe this
information is important as it may impact the study. By being transparent, I am
aware of my own personal impact on the ethnographic study. In fully immersing
myself into teaching the Asian-American sessions to early childhood students.
The validation and affirmation of the student’s primary language was essential. To
support the context of academic literacy, I provided opportunities to practice
codeswitching, the act of switching from one linguistic behavior to another
(Hollie, 2018, p. 228). I provided ‘wait time’ for the students to process the
question being asked and time to respond in English. All students spoke and
responded in English.
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Making Meaning: Student Observations
Session Overview
Twice a week for five weeks, students meet for an hour at each teaching
session and focused on one feeling word per session. Within each session,
students first listened to a personal story that incorporated the targeted focused
feeling word. After each scenario, the students learned where the emotion is
plotted on the Mood Meter, based on the pleasantness and energy of the emotion
(See appendix D). Students practiced their tone, facial features, and body
language to pair the appropriate emotion with their body language and facial
expressions. Next, students were provided opportunities to practice. After that,
students actively listened and participated in a read-aloud book that was specific
to the feeling word for that lesson. Research indicates that listening to skilled
readers stimulates growth and understanding of vocabulary and language patterns.
(Hollie, 2018, p. 151). I made it imperative that the students heard these readalouds each session to build up their understanding of the feeling word
vocabulary. Students explored the emotions of the characters throughout the book
and ended with drawing facial representations or scenarios that matched that
feeling word. In addition, they wrote the feeling word next to their illustrations. At
the end of each session, each student had the opportunity to use the feeling word
in a situation within their own lives. Each session was built on the previous
session’s emotions. A quick review of the previous sessions’ feeling words was
reflected upon together as a check-in to end each session.
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Interpretating Feeling Words
Happy

Happy was defined as full of good feelings as defined in Unit 2: Happy

Feeling Word Unit (RULER Online, 2021). The read-aloud book for this lesson
was Happy Pig Day by Mo Willems (2011). The students were introduced to the
Mood Meter and taught how to check in with their own emotions (see appendix
E). In using the mood meter at the beginning of each lesson, the students worked
on determining the pleasantness and energy level of the word to match the current
emotion they were feeling. Happy is located in the yellow quadrant where there is
high energy and high pleasantness.
All 10 students verbally repeated the word ‘happy’ at the beginning of the
session and drew smiley faces at the conclusion of the session to represent the
facial features that showed ‘happy’. In looking at my observational notes, Chen
was noted as paying very close attention during the read-aloud by using her finger
to point to the computer screen to follow along when the book was shared on the
screen. Chen would also shout out responses to the questions being asked
throughout the story around three to four times per session. She additionally liked
showing her peers how to make a smiling, happy face by showing her teeth and
pointing to the corners of her mouth. Daiyu entered the session ten minutes late
and apologized for her lateness. While missing the beginning introduction to the
word happy, she was able to quickly understand the various scenarios that can
make humans feel happy such as going to the park or hugging a parent. Ju
additionally arrived 8 minutes late. It was noted during this first lesson that Ju was
reserved and often needed prompting to speak in front of her peers. While Ju’s
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parents sat next to her as a support system, she would often look to her left for
reassurance when answering a question as if seeking parental approval. Mei was
confident in her understanding of the word happy by stating, “I know the
character Piggy in the book is happy because there is a smile on his face.” Mei
was also able to answer follow-up questions by giving reasons by using the
word because. For example, when asked ‘why is Gerald sad’? she responded,
“Gerald is sad because it not a pig.” Lan, while shy at first, took her time
responding to thinking of a situation when she was happy. She would look
inquisitively at her fingers and needed a moment before responding. Using my
observational notes, I noticed that Lan was able to engage in read alouds without
prompting by the fifth lesson.
Shu was actively ready to respond to any question before every student.
Sitting on her living room couch, Shu would signal she wanted to respond to a
question by submitting an emoji ‘thumbs up' to let me know she wanted to speak.
Although Shu would be muted, I made a note that her lips would almost
immediately move after a question was asked. When it was her turn to answer, 9
out of 10 times she had a response that connected to the question being asked. In
observing Ting, I saw sight words posted on the back of her wall that she would
refer to when speaking. Ting was present for all 10 sessions and she added the
new feeling word to her word wall after each session. Although timid, Ting would
make the facial expression of happiness after her peers. In observing Wilson, the
first session, it was noted that he had difficulty sitting still in front of the camera.
It was observed that he always has an object in his hand and preferred to give
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attention to playing with his toys. During this session, Wilson has a red car in his
right hand that he would move along the carpet. When asked questions one on
one, Wilson had great difficulty responding in full sentences and would often only
be able to produce or copy the focused feeling word for the day. For example,
when asked ‘do you like playing with your car?’ Wilson responded ‘happy’. Yang
had a bottle of water next to him that he would drink from frequently. It was
observed that he would need assistance from a parent to help mute and unmute
himself when he wanted to talk. Yang excitedly made a wide grin to show his
happiness throughout the entire session. When presented with the word ‘happy’
on the screen, Yang produced his wide grin. It was noted in this first session that
Zhao had an extensive vocabulary. He had a firm command of the word ‘happy’
and could use it in context for three different scenarios. These scenarios were
focused on an experience at a friend’s house, visiting a nearby amusement park
and time spent playing in his backyard. At times, it seemed like Zhao was bored
during the session since he so easily had replies to answers and was able to
rapidly explain in detail and draw representations of ‘happy’ scenarios. Using the
survey information, it was noted that Zhao was the oldest student and started to
learn English at the youngest age.
Sad

Sad is defined as feeling bad or like you might cry as defined in Unit 3

Sad Feeling Word Unit (RULER Online, 2021). The read-aloud book for this
lesson was My Friend is Sad by Mo Willems (2007). Students focused on drawing
an illustration of themselves in a sad state. In addition, students asked a peer when
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they felt sad and how they knew they were sad. Sad was located in the blue
quadrant of the Mood Meter that displayed an unpleasant feeling with low energy.
Although Lan was absent because of a loss of electricity at her house and
Shu was five minutes late, the remaining students were present. Using my
observational notes as a guide from the previous lesson, I could see that all the
students were at the same physical locations during this session. When
demonstrating the feeling word ‘sad’, Chen immediately copied my actions of
making a frown and having slumped shoulders. When asked to explain a time
when she felt sad, Chen responded with “I am sad when I cannot go outside.”
When asked ‘why are was upset?’, Chen could not explain. Daiyu was able to
identify the characters in the read-aloud and needed extra time to complete her
illustration of a time when she was sad because she was not allotted to go to the
park. In her illustration, Daiyu focused on drawing the facial features and wrote
the word ‘sad’ about the illustration of herself. Ju once again was reserved and
waited for her peers to show their illustrations of a personal time when they were
sad before showing her drawing. Ju’s drawing depicted herself with her eyebrows
drawn down and blue teardrops by her eyes. Ju was able to write the word ‘sad’
on her illustration. Mei finished her illustration quickly and was asked to go back
to her drawing to add color that depicted the same white top and blue shorts she
was wearing during the session. On the side of her illustration, she wrote: “I am
feeling sad.” Without prompting, Shu asked Yang, “when are you sad?” Shu was
able to wait patiently for Yang’s answer and gave her response by stating, “I am
sad when I get in trouble.” Ting asked Zhao when he feels sad after she told her
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peers, “I am sad when I do not see my friend.” Ting referred to the screen where
the sentence starter: I am sad when… was shown to ask this question to Zhao.
Although Wang was able to say the word ‘sad’ he only drew a circle with two dots
which were interpreted as eyes and a frown. He did not participate in talking with
his peers and seemed distracted. Yang was able to answer Shu’s question by
stating, “I am sad when I cannot play.” Before answering the question from Shu,
he looked for reassurance to his left where his father was sitting. Zhao showed a
firm command and understanding of the word sad by telling Chen, “sometimes
we can feel sad and another feeling at the same time.” Zhao successfully
explained how the main character, Gerald, from the read-aloud emotions changed
from ‘sad’ to ‘happy’. To challenge Zhao, I asked him to think of a time one of his
parents might feel ‘sad’. Zhao responded stating “my mom can be sad when I do
not listen.” I noted to ask more challenging questions to enhance Zhao’s verbal
explanations. When I ask more inference questions, Zhao has been seem as
thinking of what he wants to say before he formulates his response. The next step
would be to encourage this discussion with his peers to attend to his verbal
literacy skills.
Calm

Calm is defined as when my body and mind are still and quiet as defined

in Unit 4 Calm Feeling Word Unit (RULER Online, 2021). The read-aloud taught
during this lesson was A Chair for My Mother by Vera B. Williams (1993).
Students were taught how to calm themselves by using self-talk. Using the 4-7-8
technique of breathing, students practiced breathing in for a count of four, holding
this breath for a count of seven, and releasing the breath in a slow count of eight.
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Calm was shown as being in the green quadrant, which is a pleasant feeling with
low energy.
Although Mei was absent because of a doctor’s appointment, the remaining
nine students were on time for this third session. Chen had never practiced the 47-8 technique of breathing and attentively observed the timer positioned in the
center of the screen, which informed the students when to breathe in, the time to
hold their breath and when to release the breath. Chen practiced this technique six
times throughout the hour lesson. Daiyu practiced the breathing technique but
would often count out loud, which would distract the other students. Daiyu was
reminded to be still and quiet during the exercise. By the end of the session,
Daiyu used her fingers to count and use the breathing technique. When asked to
release their breath, Daiyu would release the air gently as promoted to show the
feeling word ‘calm’. Ju had a mirror next to her that she practiced with when
completing the breathing technique. Ju stated, “I am calm when I go to bed.” Ju
seemed to confuse tired with the word calm since she associated a relaxed, still
body and mind atmosphere. To clear up any misconceptions, I restated that “calm
was a feeling that we feel not just at bedtime, but also throughout the day.” To
make sure Ju understood, I had her repeat the definition, which she did. Lan tried
diligently to keep her body still throughout the breathing exercises, yet continued
to call out responses during the read-aloud session. Lan used her fingers to assist
with counting during the 4-7-8- exercise.
Shu needed additional time to practice the 4-7-8 exercise because she was
breathing in and out without holding her breath for a count of seven. Zhao
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practiced with Shu by counting for her, which she completed successfully on her
own during her fourth try. Ting seemed to have had practice with breathing
exercises and followed directions for the first time to successfully calm her body.
Ting closed her eyes while completing the exercise. Wang was unable to
complete the 4-7-8 exercise and was running around in his living room. He stayed
muted on Zoom but could write the word ‘calm’. Yang showed how to have a
calm body by putting his back up straight against the chair he was sitting in and
had his hands plants on the table. Yang also closed his eyes when performing the
breathing exercise. Zhao stated that he had practiced breathing when he was upset
before. Once again, Zhao’s verbal explanation showed his understanding of
sentence structure and syntax. He spoke about feeling calm before sessions started
and that his body often was in a ‘reserved mode’.
Angry

Angry is defined as upset because something unfair happened as defined

in Unit 5 Angry Feeling Word Unit (RULER Online, 2021). The read-aloud
paired with this lesson was Sometimes I’m Bombaloo by Rachel Vail (2000).
Students were introduced to two ways to deescalate their anger by having the
option of either drawing a stop sign to inform others that they need a moment or
asking for time to use their body to stretch. Angry was displayed in the red
quadrant that showed a feeling of being unpleasant with high energy.
Although Wang was absent for this session because of a previously made
appointment, all students were on time. Chen decided to draw a hexagon symbol
to represent a stop sign to tell others when she is angry that she needs time to get
her body and mind back to being calm. Chen stated that “when you are angry you
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cannot stomp and yell even if you want to.” It was noted that Chen incorporated
the word ‘angry’ and make the connect to a personal experience. Daiyu
demonstrated stomping and yelling to her peers but told them at her house, “I not
do this.” Daiyu also created a stop sign on paper with her pencil. Ju stated that
when you are angry, “you can talk to a friend or mommy or daddy.” Ju drew a
circle and colored it red to use when she is angry to tell her parents she is upset.
Mei decided to implement the raising your arms high to touch the sky and
bringing your arms down low to your toes as a stretching exercise to get her body
back to a non-angry state. Mei knew that this break time is used in her house or at
school. Lan made it very clear that we should not hurt people when we are angry,
by saying “I not like when someone hurt me [sic].” From a literacy standpoint, I
made a note to repeat the sentence to Lan in a grammatically correct way: “ I do
not like when someone hurts me.” Lan brought her face closely to the computer to
show that her eyebrows were tilted downward and verbally stated that she saw the
main character in the read-aloud throw things that could physically hurt someone
and change their feeling to sad.
Shu stood up from sitting in her chair and took part in the exercise. She
implemented the breathing technique from the previous class as practice for when
she gets angry. Shu stated that she becomes angry when “I can’t do things I want
to.” Shu also made her hands into fists to show how our bodies tense up when
angry. Ting drew a stop sign and wrote the following sentence: ‘I am angry when
I stay home.” Ting informed her peers we have hearts that beat fast when we are
angry. Yang was captivated by the vivid pictures and angry faces his peers made.
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Yang made a scowl, had his eyebrows tilted down and both hands into fists to
portray an angry feeling. Zhao wrote the following sentences that paired with his
stop sign signal. “I am angry when I can’t watch T.V. but then I get calm.” Zhao
was able to incorporate calm from the previous session into this session. He also
stated when someone is angry, they shout and might talk fast, which was
explained as a characteristic to refer to if someone is feeling angry.
Left-Out
Left-out is defined as sad because you are not a part of a group even
though you want to be as defined in Unit 6 Left-Out Feeling Word Unit (RULER
Online, 2021). The read-aloud paired with this lesson was The Day You Begin by
Jacquelin Woodson (2018). Throughout this lesson, students could describe a
scenario when they felt left out. Students also learned to trust peers and adults and
to express their feeling through role modeling experiences. The feeling word leftout was shown as being placed in the blue quadrant next to sad, which represented
an unpleasant feeling with low energy.
Daiyu was absent, and Shu entered class nine minutes late. Chen had a
hard time initially thinking of a time when she felt left-out. She was able to
explain a situation when she felt left out after hearing examples from me and her
peers. Ju explained she feels left-out when someone doesn’t play with her at her
local park. She also explained that she does not like this feeling and waits for
someone to ask her to play. Upon hearing this, Mei suggested to Ju that she could
ask someone to play with her instead of waiting for someone to ask her. Mei
explained she feels left-out when her parents pay more attention to her younger
brother than to her. Mei reflected and demonstrated a sad face similar to session 2.
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Lan noticed how the child in the book was left-out because she looked different
from the other students. Lan said that at the end of the book, the girl was happy
because ‘she have a happy face [sic]’. Her connection between the previous
lessons was noted.
Shu drew a group of children and a stick figure further away from the
group which she labeled with her name to represent the feeling word “left-out”.
When asked about her illustration, She stated, “I feel left-out when no one play
me [sic].” Ting told of a scenario when her friend didn’t have anyone to play with
and stated that her friend might have felt left-out since she was by herself. Ting
was able to identify her mother and father as figures to go to when she feels leftout. Wang did not tell of a time when he felt left out. He was able to write the
word ‘left-out’ on the computer and repeated the word numerous times
throughout the session. Yang shyly told his peers that if they do not want to feel
left-out, they can tell a person how they are feeling. It took a few minutes for
Yang to explain this in a grammatically correct way in English. Zhao stated that
he has never felt left-out and always enjoys being with friends and family. Zhao
was asked to imagine how he would feel if was not invited to a play date. He
stated it would never happen. It was reinforced that the students felt left-out that
they should make an adult aware of their feeling.
Afraid

Afraid is defined as being scared that something bad might happen as

defined in Unit 7 Afraid Feeling Word Unit (RULER Online, 2021). The book
read during this lesson was Sheila Rae the Brave by Kevin Henkes (1996).
Students took the opportunity to share their feelings through pictures, words, and
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discussions with peers. They continued to practice facial expressions and to use
the feeling word in sentences. The feeling word afraid was demonstrated in the
red quadrant next to angry that showed feeling unpleasant with high energy.
Wang was absent for the second time, and Mei arrived twelve minutes late
for the session. Chen used headphones to listen and speak for this session. She
was able to tell how Shelia Rae, the main character in the read-aloud story,
showed she was brave by doing things that others might think were scary. Chen
stated “I am afraid of spiders, they crawl.” Chen was able to verbalize her
fearfulness of spiders to the word afraid. Daiyu wrote the word afraid and was
able to show wide eyes, her mouth shaped like the letter ‘O’ and positioned her
hands up to depict the word afraid with her body. Daiyu was working on
expressing when she becomes afraid. Ju did not participate in demonstrating an
afraid face and replied with “I don’t know” when asked if she could recall a time
when she was afraid. Although Ju replied, formulating extended responses is a
focus to help build Ju’s narrative language. It was noted that Ju participated less
during this session than in previous sessions. Mei missed hearing the read-aloud
story, but Zhao provided a retelling of the story. He made it clear that it is okay to
feel afraid. Thinking about people to inform when afraid, Mei stated, “I tell my
mom when I’m afraid”. Positive praise was given to Mei for using afraid in a
sentence by saying, “ I like the way you included the word afraid in your sentence
that told who you can tell when you are afraid.” Lan stated that she felt most
afraid when she is lost. Lan stated she “never wants to lose her parents nowhere
[sic].” Lan realized if she stayed close to her parents and listened to them, her
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chances of getting lost become lower as with her chances of feeling afraid from
being lost.
Shu agreed with Lan that when she didn’t know where her parents were,
she feels afraid. Shu showed her hand tapping on her heart, signaling a fastbeating heart, which accurately depicted a sign that our bodies might start to feel
the emotion of afraid. Ting stated, “I am afraid of spiders just like Chen.” This
social connection was easily seen as a vital aspect stemming from Vygotsky’s
social constructivism and language theory. Ting stated that when she was afraid;
she covers her eyes with her hands so she does not see spiders. Ting understood it
is okay to be afraid. Yang was asked the question, “when was a time you were
afraid?” This question needed to be repeated three times before he answered that
he was afraid when “I can’t find toy [sic].” Yang explained he would get in
trouble if he didn’t put his toys away, which he associated with being afraid. Zhao
was asked the same question as Yang to which he replied “I am never afraid.”
When questioned further, Zhao stated, “I am not afraid of spiders, sharks, or dogs,
but I could be a little afraid of rollercoasters because they can go up high.” It was
noted that Zhao’s narratives have expanded and include additional information so
as to inform his peers.
Brave

Brave is defined as feeling like you can do or try something even if it feels

scary as defined in the Unit 8 Brave Feeling Word Unit (RULER Online, 2021).
The book that was read during this lesson was Max the Brave by Ed Vere (2017).
Students were able to recognize how Max, the main character’s feelings, changed
throughout the story, similar to how their own feelings can change throughout the
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day. Students were taught that you can also feel more than one emotion at a time.
They were encouraged to use previously learned feeling words such as afraid to
help them understand brave. In the yellow quadrant next to happy, brave was
placed to show a pleasant feeling of high energy.
Wang was the only student absent because his family was on vacation this
week. Chen restated that when someone is brave, their voices might be loud and
you might be laughing. Chen stated she can be similar to the character Max in the
read-aloud because she goes looking for animals and might not know what she
will find. Daiyu wrote the word brave and drew herself as a superhero who is
brave with muscular arms. Daiyu wrote, “I am brave.” The writing component of
narrative language helps Daiyu express herself through multiple modes of
communication. Although Ju did not participate in the conversation regarding the
word brave, she was able to successfully write the word brave and drew a figure
standing tall with their arms in the air as if helping others who might be in
trouble. To assist with building Ju’s narrative language, prompts such as “can
you tell me more about your illustration?” were embedded to support Ju in
building her verbal language bank. Mei was very focused on drawing herself as
brave and erased her picture twice because it was not up to her expectations. Mei
became frustrated and decided to talk and tell her peers that, “I can be brave to
help protect my brother if he’s in danger.” Positive visual applause was given to
Mei by her peers. Lan made a connection to the previous session by stating, “I
not afraid, I can be brave [sic].” Lan used the word afraid to help her understand
and make sense of the word brave.
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Shu stated, “I can superhero by being brave and having courage.” Shu
restated the definition of brave along with her peers in unison. Ting said, “I can
feel proud and brave.” Here, Ting incorporated her two learned feeling words into
her narrative language story. She explained that when she is brave for doing the
right thing, she can feel proud, too. Yang drew an illustration of himself with a
cape and the word brave above his head. When asked what he was doing to be
brave, he stated, “I can go down a big slide.” When questioned about his
illustration, Yang was able to explain to Ting why he drew and thought of the
slide when talking about the word brave. Ting nodded after Yang explained to
show her understanding. Zhao seemed to already know the word brave and was
paying more attention to his book collection on the right side of his IPad. When
asked about a time he felt two feeling words at the same time, he stated, “I have
been calm and brave when I went on a rollercoaster at the amusement park.”
Zhao’s next step was to provide details about his experience to further his
narrative language stories.
Curious
Curious is defined as wondering about something and wanting to know
more as defined in Unit 9 Curious Feeling Word Unit (RULER Online, 2021).
The book read to the students was Ada Twist Scientist by Andrea Beaty (2016).
Students formulated questions that they wanted to know answers to. When
creating these verbal questions, they applied inquisitive to their word bank as a
synonym for curious. Just like happy and brave, curious was shown in the yellow
quadrant representing a pleasant feeling with high energy.
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Shu arrived eight minutes late to the session. Chen was curious about the
answer to the following question she asked, “why do we need some eat food
[sic]?” Chen stated she wanted to know why we have to eat every day and was
curious to find answers. She showed her curiosity by tapping her finger on her
head. Daiyu has difficulty at first pronouncing the word curious. After repeating
sentences, I modeled with the word curious in it, she was able to say the word
curious in isolation. She also was curious and asked, “why does the sunshine?”.
Although Ju wrote the word curious and added it to her feeling words, Ju would
not demonstrate the word curious or use the word in a sentence. Ju’s parents
asked her in her native language to attempt to say the word curious in which she
finally did. Mei put her hand to her cheek to show a thinking face to represent that
she was curious. She stated that when you are curious, “you want to know
something more.” Lan said she is curious about “what I get for my birthday? I
wanna know [sic].” In asking a question she did not have the answer to, Lan
understood that she was curious about knowing her answer.
Shu asked, “why do we drink water?” as a curious thought-provoking
question in which she wanted to know the answer. In asking her question, she was
rolling around on the couch. Ting was curious about the weather and referenced
“why does it rain?” Ting drew a smiley face with a question mark over the head to
show the person thinking of the answer. Wang was playing with a toy car and
could not think of a question nor repeat a question that another peer was curious
about. Wang stated simple phrases such as ‘sun in sky’ and ‘it rain’ when he
heard others asking questions about the weather. Yang said he was curious about
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answering the question, “why we not fly [sic]?” He put both index fingers on his
head and tapped them when announcing the question to the class. Zhao stated he
was not curious about anything because he was smart. When I asked him “around
what years were the dinosaurs around?” he responded with “I am still learning
that and do not know but I can find the answer on an audiobook.” I informed him
that if we do not know answers, it is okay and we can be curious to find our
answers.
Frustrated
Frustrated is defined as being upset because I am trying to do something
and it isn’t going well as defined in the Unit 10 Frustrated Feeling Word Unit
(RULER Online, 2021). The book read during this lesson was Don’t Let the
Pigeon Drive the Bus by Mo Willems (2003). Students were taught that people
have different emotional reactions. The students reviewed the emotions learned
this far and categorized how the emotions can be different and when to
appropriately use them. Along with afraid and angry, frustrated is an unpleasant
with high energy located in the red quadrant.
Chen was absent for the final two sessions since she had begun school.
Daiyu arrived eight minutes late to the session. She needed a clearer example to
help her distinguish between angry and frustrated. I provided her the example of
thinking of angry as what can occur after we are frustrated. I stated, “we can try
and try to tie our shoe which makes us frustrated. If we get yelled at for not tying
the shoe, we can be angry.” Daiyu nodded after the explanation. She stated she
can be frustrated because she was learning to tie her shoes and she cannot do it. Ju
stated, “I can’t run fast so I be frustrated [sic].” While her peers tried to give her
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suggestions such as practicing running, Ju would not respond to them and began
coloring around the word frustrated on her paper. Mei said that she is often
frustrated when “my baby brother won’t leave lone [sic].” At this point, I
explained that she might feel angry rather than frustrated and provided additional
examples with pictures for her. Lan mentioned that she becomes frustrated and
starts to feel hot, similar to the example of how I described how our bodies react
when we feel frustrated.
Shu restated that when you are frustrated, you do not yell or tease other
people, you can calm down and ask for help. Shu referred back to using the 5-7-8
breathing technique. Ting agreed with Shu in using the 5-7-8 technique and both
girls showed their peers how to calm down when they are frustrated. Wang tried
to engage with the breathing technique but was distracted by his toy car and
became upset when his parents took the car away for the session. Yang stated
when he is frustrated, he can go to his dad and ask for help. When asked of a time
when he was frustrated, he could not produce an answer. Zhao stated that he is
often calm and rarely frustrated. If he were to get frustrated it might be if he had
to read a challenging book. Zhao could see the difference between an angry and
frustrated face.
Safe

Safe is defined as feeling like you are protected from anything scary as

defined in the Unit 11 Safe Feeling Word Unit (RULER Online, 2021). The book
read during this lesson was Don’t Go by Jane Breskin Zalben (2001). While
students identified a scenario in which they felt safe, they also created scenarios in
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which they were unsafe. Next to calm, safe was placed in the green quadrant to
demonstrate a pleasant feeling with low energy.
Chen was unable to attend since she was enrolled in school. Shu also
missed the final session. Mei came into the session ten minutes late, while Shu
came into the session twelve minutes late. Daiyu was able to state that she feels
safe when, “I hug my mommy, protects me [sic].” Daiyu elaborated by stating, “it
is unsafe cook by myself”, later in the session. Ju similarly responded to feeling
safe in the presence of her parents. It was difficult to tell if she was repeating what
Daiyu said. Ju does not have any brothers and sisters and stated “I am unsafe by
myself.” Mei chimed in to state, “I am safe when I on my scooter.” To extract
more information, to understand what she meant, I asked her ‘why?’ in which she
responded “my dad hold the scooter and I wear my helmet.” Lan told of a story in
school her daycare showed her how to safely hold scissors in an unsafe way. Lan
was able to retell how to safely hold scissors by including a beginning, middle
and end to her story. Lan was reminded that we can feel safe by having a warm
feeling inside our bodies, the opposite of afraid.
Ting agreed with Mei that she wears a helmet to protect her head in case
she falls. When she feels safe, she stated, “I have a smile on my face.” Ting also
drew a representation of her story which included her head with a helmet, riding a
scooter. When prompted, Ting was able to write the simple sentence: I am safe on
my scooter. Wang threw a block and said ‘unsafe’. When asked how he could tell
how he feels safe, he just repeated the word ‘safe’. Although Wang was unable to
respond in a full complete sentence, his body language and simple responses
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proved he understood the word ‘safe’. Yang explained that when you swim, you
need to be with your parents. Yang shared with his peers that he takes swimming
lessons. He stated, “I feel safe with daddy.” Zhao said that he practices safety in
his house. If there is a fire, Zhao stated, “I would feel unsafe and afraid. I can be
safe by listening to my parents’ directions.” Zhao explained key details about fire
safety to his peers including making sure to get far away from the house into a
safe zone. It is apparent that Zhao’s narrative language skills were more advanced
than his peers and strategies such as providing descriptive details when retelling
was a next step.
Table 2
Lesson Themes

Student Name
Chen
Daiyu
Ju
Mei
Lan
Shu
Ting
Wang
Yang
Zhao

Lessons
Present
8
9
10
9
9
9
10
7
10
10

Student’s Words Commonly Used Within
Lesson (Themes)
beach, mommy, park, run, school
friend, learning, mommy, park, play
daddy, fun, mommy, park, pool
brother, dad, mom, learning, park
happy, mommy, park, play, summer
draw, friend, mommy, nice, park
friend, fun, house, park, summer
car, mom, sleep, toy, Wang
daddy, friend, play, summer, school
amusement park, calm, family, learning, school

Of the words most commonly spoken by the students, during all of the
sessions, three major themes presented themselves, which can be encompassed
into the following categories: family, enjoyment, and learning.
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Family

During the entire 10 sessions, each student mentioned a family member,

such as a mother, father, sibling, or relative, when asked to internalize a feeling
word in their own meaning. When speaking about feeling words, the students
closely tied a feeling word to a member of their family. For example, Shu stated
during session ten, “my mommy and daddy keep me safe when I am afraid.” Here
Shu is using two feeling words, safe and afraid, to explain her emotions and the
role her parents play. Yang also stated during session three, “my daddy calms me
down by patting my back.” This additionally shows the body language that is
being expressed by the parent and how the student is reacting to the feeling. Thus,
the student is more attuned to the emotion and is aware of a solution when they
are not feeling pleasant. Chen stated during session one, “I help mommy clean so
she happy.” With a focus on her mother, Chen is able to make the connection that
the action of cleaning makes her mother happy. The results of actions, helping her
mother clean, is paired with her mother feeling happy. As taught in the lessons,
actions, have reactions. Similarly, Ju stated during session four, “Daddy is angry
when I spill.” The action of spilling is paired with the reaction Ju’s father gives
when he exhibits the feeling word angry. In making these authentic connections,
students were able to verbally piece sentences together. It can be assumed that
family is a central role in these students' lives. In connection with a family
member being mentioned, types of enjoyment or entertainment was coded as a
major theme during discussions.
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Enjoyment
All the students mentioned a form of entertainment that they enjoyed
which often assisted with making sense of a feeling word. Common words or
phrases consistently arose during each session: ‘park’, ‘pool’, ‘movie’, ‘singing’
and ‘playing with toys. For example, Zhao stated during session three, “I am
calm when I am playing games in my room.” Mei stated during session one, “I
can go to the park and be happy.” Both examples show the students making a
connection between a pleasant feeling and the root cause of why they are feeling
this way. When enjoying trips with their family, these adventures were topics of
conversation. Trips to the zoo, beach, amusement park, city park, and play dates
were among the top focal points of conversations. Lan stated during session five,
“I feel left-out when my sister go to park and I don’t [sic].” Yang in session nine
stated, “I am frustrated when the swing don’t move [sic].” Both Yang and Lan
expressed their unpleasant feelings by incorporating a scenario that happened to
them at the park. Toys such as blocks, cars, and dolls also were topics that the
students used when discussing the feeling words. Wang would play with his toy
cars and smile. When asked to describe his feeling, he replied “happy”. The
multiple forms of enjoyment, trips and activities were pivotal. They assisted with
building the narrative language of the students and were common themes that
each student could relate to.
Learning
Reflecting back to the survey parents complete regarding when their child
began to learn English, it was noted that these students have relatively known
English for three- to four years. This is most of their lifetime. While none of the
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students have entered kindergarten yet, eight out of ten students have attended a
half day or preschool schooling. When learning and practicing feeling words such
as ‘brave’ and ‘curious’, the students referred to stories they heard from previous
learning experiences. Some of the experiences stemmed from their parents
teaching them emotional words or interactions they had with peers or other
teachers in a school like setting. In session eight, Zhao stated, “I am curious to
know who will be in my class.” The wondering feeling paired with school
showed the Zhao was preparing for school and wanted to know more. Media such
as television and YouTube were sources of learning that students referenced
hearing emotions used before. References to fire drills, recess, behavior in and
outside of a learning zone were all imperative in making sense of the feeling
words. For example, Chen stated in session four, “I feel left-out when I am myself
in the classroom.” Another example from Ting during session nine stated, “I am
frustrated when I can’t cut out my picture in school.” The feeling words, left-out
and frustrated, are exhibited within a learning context. Conversations including
learning has its importance.
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Table 3
Pre- and Post-Interview Analysis
Name
Chen

Daiyu

Ju

Mei

Lan

Shu
Ting

Wang

Pre- Interview Emotions

Post-Interview Emotions

1.happy 2. happy

1. happy 2. happy

3.sad 4.sad 5. angry

3. sad 4. angry 5. sad

1.happy 2. happy

1.happy 2. happy

3. happy 4. sad 5. upset

3. not happy 4. sad 5. sad

1.happy 2. happy

1. happy 2. happy

3. sad 4. sad 5. angry

3. happy 4. sad 5. frustrated

1.happy 2. happy

1. happy 2. happy

3. sad 4. sad 5. angry

3. excited 4. sad 5. sad

1.happy 2. not happy

1. happy 2. happy

3. sad 4. sad 5. sad

3. sad 4. angry 5. angry

1.good 2. good

1. happy 2. happy

3.okay 4.sad 5. upset

3. happy 4. sad 5. angry

1.good 2. good

1.happy 2. happy

3. good 4. bad 5.mad

3. safe 4. sad 5. mad

1.happy 2. happy

1. happy 2. happy

3. happy 4. not happy 5. not happy

3. happy 4.not good 5. upset

1.calm 2. happy

1. happy 2. happy

3. happy 4. mad 5. upset

3. calm 4. sad 5. angry

Words Remembered from Lesson Words Added/ Dropped
happy, sad, calm, angry, brave (5/8)

Used same words in preand post

sad, angry, brave, curious, frustrated Added: not happy
(5/9)
Dropped: upset
happy, sad, calm, angry, left- out
Added: frustrated
(5/10)
Dropped: angry
happy, sad, angry, afraid, curious

Added excited

(5/9)

Dropped: angry

happy, sad, calm, angry, left-out,
frustrated, safe (7/9)

Added: angry
Dropped: not happy

happy, sad, angry, afraid, calm,
curious, frustrated (7/9)

Added: angry, happy
Dropped: upset

happy, sad, calm, angry, afraid, brave, Added: happy, safe, sad
safe (7/10)
Dropped: good, bad
student did not remember any words Added: upset

Zhao

(0/7)

Dropped: not happy

happy, sad, calm, angry, left-out, Added: angry
afraid, brave, curious, frustrated, safe
(10/10)
Dropped: mad

Pre- and post-interviews were given to all 10 students. The same five
questions were asked in both pre- and post-interview sessions. As shown in Table
3 above, the word a student replied with for each question is marked next to the
corresponding numbered question asked. In the fourth column, the students were
asked to recall the words they learned from the sessions in the post-interview. The
feeling words recalled are noted on a scale-out of the number of sessions each
individual child attended. The last column shows the words students added in
response to the questions in exchange for the words they dropped or did not use
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for the post-interview. When looking at the responses from the pre- and postinterviews, I was able to make conclusions based on the students’ responses.
It was mentioned that the pre-interview sessions were the first encounters
with the students. There were no previous communications between myself and
the students. Both the pre-and post-interviews were conducted individually rather
than in a whole group session, as taught in all 10 sessions. Some of the students
seemed tense, nervous and often responded with simple one-word answers. At
least one parent was present next to each student, which gave the students a sign
of comfort. Looking at the pre-interview responses, all ten students responded that
they were in a positive feeling state with responses such as ‘happy’, ‘excited’,
‘calm’, and ‘good’. Words such as ‘happy’ and ‘good’ were also used for nine out
of ten responses regarding question number two when asked to think about a
place they would want to go. It is clear that students were exposed to the word
‘happy’ and even associated a pleasant feeling such as ‘happy’ as ‘good’ since
this was also a common response. Referring to question number three, five
students reported a pleasant ‘happy’ feeling when in their home, while five
students reported unpleasant ‘sad’ feelings about being in their home. Diving
deeper to understand why students responded with an unpleasant ‘sad’ feeling in
their household, simple responses were “I don’t know” or “because I am”. Seven
out of ten students stated they would have a ‘sad’ feeling if a friend wet them in
response to question number four. Of these seven students, a smile appeared on
their faces when responding. Of these seven students, a smile appeared on their
faces when responding. It was clear that some of the students thought it was funny
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to pour water on someone yet, responded with an unpleasant emotion. For their
final pre-interview question, all students reported a negative feeling such as
‘upset’, ‘angry’, ‘mad’, or ‘not happy’ when asked how they would feel if they
dropped their dinner on the floor. Explanations from Zhao, Lan, Daiyu, and Chen
all stated they would have no food to eat because it was dirty or that they would
now have to throw the food away.
Looking critically at the post-interview responses, it was noted that all of
the students, with the exception of Wang, were sitting calmly during the biweekly
sessions. Each student reported that they were happy as a response to the first
interview question regarding their present state of feeling. Eight out of ten of
these students responded with a large smile on their faces when answering. All
students additionally reported they felt happy in response to question number two
when thinking about a place they wanted to go. Seven out of ten of the students
elaborated and stated the place they would want to go to that would make them
happy was the park. Happy was the dominating emotion felt within the household
in response to question number three, while an unpleasant or sad feeling was the
second feeling student expressed. The three students with an unpleasant feeling
stated their reasoning was because they wanted to go outside to play. In response
to question four in the scenario, if a friend spilled water on them, seven out of ten
students responded that they would feel sad. In elaborating, seven out of ten
students would be sad because they would not want to get wet. Lastly, students
stated the feeling word ‘angry’ the most when expressing the feeling they would
feel if they dropped their dinner on the floor. Of those who stated angry, they
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expressed their reasoning by stating they would not have dinner and would go to
bed hungry.
When comparing the pre- and post-data, notes were made. Seven out of
the ten students used a feeling word to describe a feeling in the post-interview that
they did not use in the pre-interview. Words such as ‘frustrated’, ‘angry’, ‘happy’,
‘sad’ and ‘safe’ were used instead of words in the pre-interview such as ‘not
happy’, ‘upset’, ‘bad’, ‘good’, ‘excited’ and ‘mad’.
Findings
Reviewing my field notes, I was able to paint a picture of the happenings
during the 5-week sessions. At the beginning of each lesson, parents of the
students adjusted the computer or tablet screen, tested the volume, and muted
themselves upon entry. I tried my best to make the students feel comfortable by
providing a wide grin, welcoming them each by name, and asking how they were
feeling as the remaining students entered the Zoom lesson one by one. Each
session began with the students acknowledging they would be learning for an
hour session and each would put a thumb up, nod, or say ‘yes’ as a sign of
consent to participate in the session. For each lesson, I showed a visual of the
feeling word that we focused on for that day and repeated the word three times.
The students would repeat the word after me. I kept in mind that these were
second-English language learners and repeated the focus feeling word numerous
times to expose the students to hear the word in isolation and provided the
opportunity to see the form my mouth made when pronouncing it. A personalized
two-to-three-minute story followed in which the focused feeling word would be
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embedded to bring content to the word. I practiced reciting the story multiple
times to make sure it made sense and that the students could similarly relate to the
story. One of my personal story examples is provided below:
When I was seven years old, I had a beautiful jewelry box. This was my
very own special box in which I kept my necklaces and bracelets. When
you opened the box, there was a ballerina that danced and made music
inside. My sister loved watching the ballerina in the box dance. One day
when I came home from school, the ballerina in the box snapped into two
pieces! I did not know how this could have happened. I always kept good
care of my precious jewelry box. When I asked my sister if she knew what
happened and she started laughing. She told me she was playing with my
box and snapped the lid shut, which crushed the ballerina. I felt my face
getting hot and wanted to hit her! I was angry and did not like feeling that
way. I told my parents, and they told me to sit down and count to ten to
calm down my angry feelings.
During these short-personalized stories, I would watch for student
reactions and see if they were engaged by noticing if they were looking at the
screen, fidgeting with their hands, or gazing to their side. Wang often was noticed
as rolling on the floor, more interested in his toys than whatever illustration or
music I put on the screen. Wang additionally only attended seven of the sessions
and English was rather new to him.
Once the feeling word was spoken and explained, the students had the
opportunity to write the feeling word. Students such as Shu, Lan, and Daiyu often
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wrote right on the computer so that others could see them writing with colorful
markers. Zhao, Ting, Yang, and Mei always wrote their words on paper with a
pencil and continued to add new words each session to this same list which grew
to 10 words by the end of the sessions. This was a great way for them to reinforce
the words week by week. Having the visual representation of the words posted by
their computer proved to remind them to use the words in sentences. As instructed
each week, the students illustrated a face or body to represent the selected feeling
word. Calm faces depicted closed eyes with a mouth open to imitate breathing,
while angry faces showed eyebrows drawn down and swirls coming from their
heads to show heated upset minds. The students enjoyed these creative moments.
While students like Zhao and Ting wrote simple sentences to match their
illustrations, students like Ju and Lang drew multiple representations of what they
interpreted the word to mean. Each student took pride in sharing their written
word or illustration up to the screen for their peers to see. The occasional ‘ohhh’
and ‘ahhh’ would be heard from a peer in seeing a classmate’s work. This was a
prime time where discussions blossomed. As an observer at this point, I would let
the students ask each other questions and note that most of the students would ask
‘why?’ questions. “Why did you make the mouth that shape?” or “why is the
person so small?” What the students noticed, made it clear they were attentive and
critiquing their peer's understanding of the feeling word to their own
interpretation.
As we proceed to the daily read-aloud portion, students made themselves
comfortable by relaxing their bodies, pretending to turn an imaginative nob on on
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the side of their ears all the way up to show they were fully listening, and
pretended to zip their mouths to prepare for me to share my screen for the paired
digital read-aloud book. I made a point to use the pointer and point to each word
as I read the story aloud in a pronounced voice. I also allotted additional time on
each page for the students to view the illustrations. If a student had a question or
wanted to comment, they put their thumb up as a signal to make me aware they
would like to speak. Chen, Mei, Lan, and Shu were frequent students who often
signaled they wanted to talk. Books such as My Friend is Sad by Mo Willems
(2007) and Don’t Let the Pigeon Drive the Bus by Mo Willems (2003) include
more dialogue and silly actions, which captivated the student’s attention. Books
that students were not familiar with such as Max the Brave by Ed Vere (2017) and
Ada Twist, Scientist by Andrea Beaty (2016) required me to explain what was
occurring in the stories more deeply and resulted in the need to add engaging call
and repeat phrases. At designated stopping points, I would provide each student
with an opportunity to state how the character was feeling, which reinforced the
feeling word. To challenge more advanced students, I asked them to provide me
with evidence of how they knew the character was feeling the way they described
it. Zhao, Ting, Mei, and Lan often would go into great detail by recalling the
facial expressions and scenarios I mentioned at the beginning of class and make
connections to what was occurring at the point in the story. By putting the word
into context and stringing sentences together, the students made meaning of the
feeling. By naming the feeling word the students were able to know the causes
and influences for the feeling. As the lessons progressed, students started to
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become aware of the thinking and noticing the behavior consequences of each
feeling word.
Since the lessons were taught virtually, the ending activities suggested,
such as dramatic play and making craft projects, were not feasible. In alteration,
each session ended with the students performing a closing assessment activity.
Each student was provided with the same opportunity to sort emotions into
categories using the Mood Meter quadrants based on high pleasantness, low
pleasantness, high energy, and low energy. A student could drag the feeling word
on the screen to the correct location in the Mood Meter. Virtual hands-on
checking for understanding assignments, such as sorting angry pictures from
frustrated pictures, also proved a way to show student progress and engagement. I
took this chance to have students use their own words to describe what they were
seeing in the pictures and use their judgment of where to place the pictures. If a
student was unsure or needed assistance, they had the opportunity to call on a
friend to help. During these activities, students would first complete their own
work then cross-reference their work with their peers. I noticed that those students
who finished quicker, rarely looked at the other student's completed work.
Finally, each student wrapped up the session by participating in reflecting on the
previous learned feeling words. The students did this by matching their facial
features to the word that I wrote on the screen. Students such as Shu and Chen
would put their faces as close as possible to the screen to share their facial
emotions, while more reserved students like Ju and Daiyu would make the faintest
of expressions.
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The events and activities that were interesting and worth further exploring
were the regulation, action, and thought strategies. The regulation strategies refer
to the way one regulates their energy, thoughts, and behaviors. There was a clear
focus on understanding the academic terminology of each feeling word with an
emphasis on what to do when experiencing the emotion. Action strategies focused
on problem-solving, such as who to go to inform others how you are feeling.
Concepts such as stretching and breathing through emotion also are encompassed
in this section. Regarding thought strategies, a student could extend the lessons by
visualizing real-world or imaginative scenarios and use their verbal skills to
express the pictures that form in their heads. Positive self-talk and positive
affirmations also were key components that the students became aware of that are
worth exploring further.
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CHAPTER V: RESEARCH CONTRIBUTIONS
In selecting bi-weekly hour sessions, I was able to gather ethnographic
data to internalize and make clear that narrative language development can benefit
from the use of feeling words. These feeling words were taught to evoke thinking,
expressions, and behaviors that were aware of emotions. In recognizing emotion,
students were able to interpret their own thoughts and others’ behaviors by
attuning to their facial expressions and body language. Infusing a focus on
narrative language, students had a range of opportunities to engage in discussions
and made authentic relationships with their peers.
Contributions to Existing Literature
Reflecting on the research, finding are substantiated. As Yanko and Yap
(2020) discussed in their research that the arts, specifically music, have a
reciprocal association with SEL skills, it was found that there can be a bond
between SEL skills, narrative language and illustrations. As students were
making meaning of each feeling word, they attached this meaning to stories and
drew illustrations to match. In extending Yanko and Yap’s work, the connection
to the arts was transparent through descriptive illustrations that were used as tools
when retelling events. In addition, a closer look at research provided towards the
relatively new feeling words curriculum provides a look at the early childhood
level. Harding (2020) who saw the implications for SEL feeling expressions at the
high school level in conjunction with reading, are parallel to the findings from this
research that show an enjoyment for read-alouds at the early childhood level.
With communication and social engagement, students expressed their joy for the
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selected read alouds by actively participating, including characters in their
descriptions of explaining a feeling word and paired these connections to their
own life. This answers to the need of focusing on students in earlier years of
learning.

The Vygotsky’s social constructivism and language theory framework
assisted with interpreting my findings. Through the lens of Vygotsky’s social
constructivism and language theory, it became apparent that the students,
especially Ju, were able to feel more comfortable and expressive as the sessions
progressed. As previously stated by Minami (2002) the socialization process has
an effect on a child’s narrative (p. 78). As the students were becoming socially
accepting of each other, with the assistance of discussions, their dialogues
stemmed from similar culture values and beliefs. Eating similar cultural snacks
such as seaweed rice crackers assisted with addressing the social self and social
awareness that students who they were able to share as a commonality factor. The
strong emphasis on social constructivism proved that language had an impact on
their verbal responses. Through peer-to-peer collaboration, students reinforced
each other to incorporate the selected feeling word and applied it to their lives. In
connection to Khanahmadi & Sarkhosh (2018) study, with the application of
Vygotsky’s sociocultural theory, findings support that students were able to
complete the tasks assigned during independent practice time with assistance. As
reported from parents, students were then able to complete tasks such as using the
feeling word in a sentence independently the next day.
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Limitations
This study differs from previous studies in the educational field. Young
Asian- American learners learned the Feeling Words lessons outside of the
normal classroom setting within their homes via Zoom. In addition, 10 specific
lessons out of 13 were taught to the students over a 5-week period rather than a
10-week period. This adds value to the realm of education. The Feeling Words
lessons can be used within the household at any time throughout the year.
•

While four students attended every session, the remaining six
students missed one or more classes. Even with sending an e-mail
reminder the morning before each class, weekly reminders and a
schedule of dates and times, students were absent or entered class
late. With these issues, students missed vital content. Since some
of the sessions built on each other, a review of the previous session
needed to be explained for those who missed sessions. None of the
sessions were repeated and students did not meet one on one to get
information on the sessions they missed.

•

Limitations inherent to the study were rapport-building differences
comparable to the traditional ethnographic studies. RULER’s
Early Childhood curriculum included two additional sessions for
the feeling words labeled ‘disappointed’ and ‘kind’ which were not
taught.

•

Due to the COVID-19 pandemic and geographical location of the
students, in-person sessions were not possible. It is imperative to
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mention that I was not able to see every action that the students
performed. While I referred back to my notes and Zoom
recordings, it is not possible to see what is occurring around the
child. Disruptions within the house and events that occurred before
the lessons were not noted. While in-person, a researcher could
fully emersion into the class, through Zoom, observations are only
what is caught within the Zoom computer frame. The body
language that the student might exhibit can be undetected by the
camera. It is also imperative to include I will be unaware of
individuals or stimulating objects that might be present that might
not be within view of that camera that could influence the student.
The ability to fully emerge into the students’ lives daily and make
me as unobtrusive as possible is an unavailable option. These
hindrances can lend themselves to disrupt what would be
considered normal or typical learning experiences when present in
a regular classroom setting.
•

This study also only focuses on five weeks rather than a prolonged
period of time.

•

I have acknowledged in Chapter 3 (p. 48-49) my close relationship
with the RULER program. This bias could be considered an issue.
However, I have had positive encounters while implementing this
program and was fully aware of how my encounters with RULER
could impact the study. I do not consider myself a champion for
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RULER, and the point of this dissertation could be considered
partially my desire to understand why I believe it is a positive
program.
•

A small number of students (10) may cause issues with
transferability.

•

I limited the scope of the study to focus on early childhood
children.

Impact of COVID-19
It is imperative that the COVID-19 pandemic effect on student well-being
and education be discussed. As Camacho-Zuñiga, Pego, Escamilla, and Hosseini
(2021) state, “the RULER program has been an additional means for supporting
students throughout the COVID-19 pandemic” (p.9). When looking at student
mental health, at the high school level, the researchers found that the practices of
RULER were useful for providing the students with a daily common emotional
language. Carrie MacMillan also chimes in and speaks about the focus of many
schools implementing SEL programs. With COVID-19 ever present, schools, are
employing all or partially remote formats, to help students cope and to build their
emotional intelligence (MacMillian, 2020, p.1). Through my virtual tutoring
sessions, I made it apparent to hone and assist with building students’ emotional
intelligence. As MacMillian furthermore discusses, as students continue to obtain
an education through a pandemic, honing skills that support a strong foundation
for emotional intelligence is vital.
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As researcher Bond (2020) vocalizes, in the face of a pandemic, socialemotional learning is of high importance with students experiencing intense
change to social interactions (p.88). While the social interactions between
students had been limited, students had the opportunity to create relationships
through virtual teaching experiences. Although social interactions such as play
were nonexistent for health and safety concerns, students were able to build their
emotional intelligence with words. Similarly, from a report by DeArmond, Chu
and Gundapaneni (2021), the impact of COVID-19 brought awareness to instill
mental health services, safe and supportive environments as well as a focus on
social and emotional skills and competencies into classrooms and virtual teaching
environments (p. 15). The impact of COVID-19 has been momentous and the
awareness of SEL has had an even stronger present in education. It is necessary to
put into context the possible effects of the COVID-19 pandemic upon this study.
Implications from the Research
As Meyers et al., (2015) states, SEL implementation requires systemic
changes involving administrative structure, school culture, and classroom
practices” (p. 111). With such changes, they could produce a cascade of
outcomes. There are potential implications for stakeholders, which encompass
administrators, educators, students, families, and the community.
The repetitive nature of consistently replacing literacy and SEL
curriculum year after year can cease. For administrators, there would be less
pushback from teachers with this change. Sustainable practices that stem from
RULER use emotions to connect with a mindset that academic learning and
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emotional intelligence can be learned in conjunction with each other. Educators
would not have to struggle with creating their lessons to tap into the
SEL and literacy curriculum. The Feeling Words lessons would support narrative
language development that can potentially assist teachers with presenting
engaging lessons that scaffold instruction to make it easier to connect with
students on a more personal level while building literacy skills at a young age.
The vocabulary and language development attended to at this stage of
development could produce benefits that have been shown in supplementary
studies at later stages of education. Knowing earlier how to support student’s
narrative language development and SEL could set students up for success. These
practices tend to support and align with best practices.
The implications for students could affect various areas of their lives.
Students could refine their emotional narrative skills, which can excel their
conversational skills. This skill could be associated with college and career
readiness. Students can elicit strengths such as self-awareness and attentiveness to
education. With these two SEL attributes, students can take an honest look at
oneself and the ability to become driven to success. Through personal experiences
and inquiry, these students would make connections to the world around them.
From these implications, by expanding their vocabulary while building narrative
language skills, students’ reading comprehension skills could be sharpened.
Whether verbally or through written expression, students would craft skills that
can be used for the entire of their lives. The new skills set students would have
would be a combination of narrative language skills with social-emotional skills
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that will extend beyond the literacy content area. Strong forming bonds between
student and teacher are also seen as a profitable ramification. The interaction
between teacher and student could trickle to encompass bonds between teacher
and parent. The educators of these students would have the knowledge to assist
parents with labeling emotions and adhering to increasing their student’s
vocabulary. Not only would educators learn pertinent skills for engaging students
from implementing SEL programs, but parents would also (Haymovitz et al.,
2018, p. 47).
Parents have implications from my research. Since the Feeling Words
Units focus on emotional intelligence, families will engage are become a part of
these lessons. These lessons, with the assistance of teachers, can help to create an
open line of communication with families so that they are valued and have their
input validated. Validated conversations about goals and outcomes of family
engagement will bridge the gap between home and school. As Epstein (2010)
pinpoints, “the way schools care about children is reflected in the way schools
care about the children’s families. If educators view children simply as students,
they are likely to see the family as separate from the school. If educators view
students as children, they are likely to see both the family and the community as
partners with the school in children’s education and development” (p.7). A union
that encompasses student, family and school can clearly support a strong
partnership catered to the well-being of the student. To assist with this foundation,
parental workshops that proclaim the advantages of the Feelings Words lessons
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and narrative language development provide parents with the opportunity to
implement newly learned skills in their households.
As research proves, parent-child bonding results from the Feeling Words
lessons which can spark deeper learning, experiences, and practice (Brackett et
al., 2019, p. 149). In knowing this, incorporating narrative stories at earlier ages
sets the stage for a child to have more verbal opportunities at an earlier age. These
opportunities practiced at home with parental support could transition outside of
the home. The repercussions of my work could have positive implications for
communities as well. Since a child will be able to label their emotions and
effectively use these vocabulary words in narration, communicating would be
more accurate when engaging in conversation. Since a child will express their
wants and needs, the community could learn from these children and create a
community that is constructive for learning. For adults and individuals within the
community that have deficient social-emotional skills, the new generation of
students could help the community by actively using their skills. Staff will also
become more aware of their emotions. Schools could have environments where
staff can feel comfortable and have their feelings validated. By focusing on
understanding the meaning behind words, a common language can be created that
all can converse in.
Implications to Inform Practice as an Educator
The implications from my research study inform my practices as an
educator. A link between research and practice were created. The discoveries
from my work allowed me to obtain an understanding to how students learn and
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internalize what they are learning. The benefit of understanding how a student can
conceptualize words and effectively use them in conversations is an area where I
was able to strengthen my teaching to support students after each lesson. To
support these students, I put into practice the implementation of the Feeling
Words lessons and provided authentic scenarios for students to use their narrative
skills to create a vocabulary that included roots within SEL. The cognitive
learning outcomes from the study can help to advance the realm of education by
providing ways to scaffold and increase student achievement. Since the research
can expand the current knowledge base around SEL, further research can also
now include vocabulary and narrative language within this domain. As an
educator, I can put into practice the findings from the study to positively impact
elementary students. This research brought about high-quality instruction for the
advantage of teachers and students alike.
At Yale University Center for Emotional Intelligence, RULER’s primary
focus is dedicated to teaching students the skills that encompass emotional
intelligence. Within this realm of emotional intelligence, cultivating healthy
habits of mind can contribute to a beneficial implication for educators. When
teachers participate in RULER, they can prepare mentally to teach and to be in the
moment with the students in the classroom. Positive self-talks direct teachers to
maintain healthy mental habits which reflect in their teaching. In understanding
that educators’ well-being matters, students are aware that their well-being also
matters. To verbally communicate this, RULER’s overarching framework is the
Feeling Words lessons, which focus on building vocabulary, supports the
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identification of feeling words to identify a specific feeling. The fusion of
building language by discussing narratives themes such as character development
will be noteworthy in the realm of education. Such narrative skills lend
themselves to building strong conversational proficiencies, which later can be
powerful skills needed for a range of careers. The research is significant because
it supports that the Feeling Words lessons can support fostering language for early
childhood learners.
Future Research and Future Practice
For future research, I would suggest a deeper look at family engagement in
the home, in conjunction with the teaching of the feeling words. While the parents
of the students were next to their child, out of view from the screen to assist with
technological issues, they were not engaged in the learning. The integration of
academic language paired with feeling words could become a daily routine for
families to instill at home. Teaching parents how to make the feeling words come
to life by practicing role playing scenarios could be beneficial.
In the future, it is advised that the feeling words sessions be taught in
person so that students may mingle. While students were able to carry on short
conversations with their peers, being in a setting with more students can provide
the students with more opportunities to practice their narrative language by
infusing the feeling words into these conversations. This suggestion would also
address nonverbal social cues. In person, students can fully read the facial
expressions, vocal tones, behavior, and body language of their peers. This might
assist with peers articulating their needs when face to face with a peer rather than
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through a computer screen. By making this change, students can participate in
hands-on activities. Working together in pairs or in small groups, students could
be provided with authentic opportunities to put into practice what they have
learned.
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APPENDIX A Recruitment Letter
Social Emotional Learning: Narrative Growth
Your child is invited to take part in a research study to learn more about social
emotional learning and narrative language development. This study will be
conducted by myself, Christine Biskup, doctoral candidate in the School of
Education at St. John’s University as part of my doctoral dissertation work. My
faculty sponsor is Dr. Shirley Steinberg, School of Education at St. John’s
University.
If you give permission for your child’s participation in this study, your child will
be asked to do the following:
Take part in two interviews concerning their awareness of emotional
feeling words
2.
Complete 10 educational social emotional learning sessions which will be
held twice a week for 5 weeks, each session lasting an hour.
1.

Your child’s interviews will be audio and video recorded via Zoom. He/she may
review these tapes and request that all or any portion of the tapes be destroyed.
Participation in this study will involve 11 hours of your child’s time: 1 hour for 10
sessions and approximately 20 minutes for each of the two interviews. The
interviews will be held a week before the start of the lessons and a week after the
last lesson.
There are no known risks associated with your child’s participation in this
research beyond those of everyday life. Although your child will receive no direct
benefits, this research may help us understand the impact on social emotional
learning and narrative language better.
Participation in this study is voluntary. Your child may refuse to participate or
withdraw at any time without penalty.
If there is anything about the study or your child’s participation that is unclear or
that you do not understand, if you have questions or wish to report a researchrelated problem, you may contact Christine Biskup at 914-805-1302,
Christine.biskup12@gmail.com or the faculty sponsor, Shirley Steinberg at
steinbergsj@gmail.com.
This study has been approved by the St. John’s University Review Board as
protocol from #IRB-FY2021-491 you may contact the Institutional Review
Board, St. John’s University, Dr. Raymond DiGiuseppe, Chairperson,
digiuser@stjohns.edu, 718-990-1955 or 718-990-1440.
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APPENDIX B Interview with Nicole Elberton
Director of Communications at the Center for Emotional Intelligence
April 4th, 2021 at 3:30 p.m.
Christine Biskup (Interviewer) 3:33 P.M.
I want to thank you again, I know we both have busy schedules and I appreciate
you getting back to me so quickly with via e-mail and setting up this meeting.

Christine Biskup 3:33
What is your association with the RULER Approach Curriculum?

Nicole Elbertson 3:33
…RULER was developed at the Yale Center for emotional intelligence, and I'm
the Director of Communications at the Center for emotional intelligence. I've
been in that role for a couple of years, I have my nineteenth anniversary at the
center in June. I have spent a long time there, almost 20 years. And so I have been
in lots of roles through the years, but my primary role is content all the content
from pre-K to 12, including staff development and families’ content. We have a
technology platform where we provide resources and curricular content for the
schools. And then, I'm the lead of all of our training. We have virtual platforms.
We used to do it in person but now we only do it virtually. And so we offer that
quarterly. I train all the facilitators on that. Those are some of my main roles and
all of our communications, our websites and our social media, and everything.
That's my role.
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Christine Biskup 3:34 Congratulations that's a great achievement 19 years of
doing a job well done. That's a long time to be doing this and you've helped so
many people I know, especially within my school because we've started to
implement RULER in the South Bronx. Speaking of RULER, could you
summarize, what is RULER and RULER’s goal?

Nicole Elbertson 3:34
… RULER is a social and emotional learning program so if you've heard of
CASEL, there are sort of different goals around social-emotional learning that
RULER maps on to but the approach is focused on emotional intelligence.
RULER is the name of the approach to social-emotional learning, but it's also an
acronym for the five skills of emotional intelligence, recognizing understanding
labeling, expressing, and regulating. The goal is to support students and the adults
in their lives, to develop emotional skills, and to, you know, create and maintain
positive emotional climates within these school communities.

Christine Biskup 3:35
I've been to RULER workshops, when I went to my first one, I was an advocate
for my school to bring back all the information that I learned. I just became
obsessed with it. I have the book Permission to Feel. I'm coming to the virtual PD
[ professional development] at the end of April that you guys are hosting. I'm
looking forward to that. As part of my dissertation, I'm looking specifically at
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RULER and how it's going to hopefully, in my prediction, help students with their
narrative language development, and one specific part of RULER that I'm looking
at is the feeling words curriculum. Can you just give a little background about
what the feeling word words curriculum is?

Nicole Elbertson 3:35
… in around 2005 the only thing we had was the feeling words curriculum and
that was it wasn't called RULER at the time. So it was just a curriculum for
students, and it was not effective because there was no training to support the
adults on their own emotions skills, talking about their emotions. We broadened
the program to include adult development and to include four tools, and are The
Meter, Meta Moment, The Charter, and The Blueprint. What we did is we
embedded those Feeling Words lessons into the broader RULER curriculum. So
the pre-K and the early childhood curriculum is actually just feeling words and it's
feeling words around the mood meter and so it teaches the mood meter and it
teaches the feeling words around the mood meter. We're using storybooks and
personal narrative conversations in the class around strategies and then there's a
school-home partnership piece, which that's really similar to the traditional feeling
words curriculum that we launched many years ago for our elementary school. In
addition to Feeling Words lessons, there are lots of other lessons on like building
community with the charter on social self and social awareness with the mood
meter on best self, and managing emotions at the moment with the Meta-Moment,
conflict resolution, and restoring communities affected by conflict with
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blueprints. The feeling words is like a quarter of the elementary curriculum, and
then it's completely absent of middle school in middle school and high school
curricular components because all the vocabulary comes before and then the
vocabularies kind of integrated into the middle school and high school curricula.

Christine Biskup 3:37
Thank you for that clarification. When looking on the RULER website it lists the
pre-school, the elementary, the upper grades and it states feeling words
curriculum and it gives those 12 lessons per grade for that. Is that not the feeling
words curriculum? I just want to make sure I am clear. If I go to the curricula
online, and go to early childhood, you see that it has the units. It focuses on the
mood meter words like happy sad calm angry and it has those units. Then when
you go on to early childhood, it is just based on feeling words. And then if I go to
elementary school. For example, if I look at like second grade. It still has most of
the Feeling Words lessons.

Nicole Elbertson 3:39
If you look at the top of the website where you must first click on elementary
under curricula, a little paragraph tells that for each grade it consists of 18 units
which include RULER units and Feeling Words lessons so yeah so feeling word
units are embedded in.

Nicole Elbertson 3:40
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It's not specific feeling word units. It's lessons that are a part of a bigger
whole……let me go ahead and let me see if I can say it in a clear, and maybe it is
what you said. So there are the Feeling Words lessons which are part of the
curriculum but the curriculum is broader. And the units on feeling words are
shorter smaller and they're a quarter of the size of the other units, yes.

Christine Biskup 3:41
Basically, it's like an umbrella of RULER then a section of it would be that. In the
past was it more words in a grander curriculum and then it just got cut down?

Nicole Elbertson 3:42
Sort of, so in the past, it was just k to 5 and then eventually expanded to actually
in the past it was just four or five and then we expanded to k to 3 and then we
expanded to pre-k. And there were 20 words per year and the past and then they
weren't associated with the mood meter because as I mentioned the tools the
RULER tools came after. So what we did is we made sure that each grade has an
equal amount of words in each quadrant of the Mood Meter. It is slightly less per
year but then we expanded.

Christine Biskup 3:43
Looking at the feeling word lessons, how do you think they could assist with a
child’s literacy achievement?
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Nicole Elbertson 3:44
If you look at every lesson, you’ll get a more detailed answer if you just look at
the learning objectives. There’s a lot of research that shows in general that it's best
to learn vocabulary when it's tied to your experiences and that's why the sequence
of the feeling words is to talk about a time when you felt the definition of the
word versus the word itself. And so that helps us to understand the words or the
concepts better and to build our vocabulary that way. I mean building our
vocabulary is part of the narrative.

Christine Biskup 3:45
Thank you, I can see how narrative language development is an important factor
within the curriculum. If you were conducting your own study, what would you
observe about children who are partaking in the Feeling Words Curriculum? I
think you summed that up really well already particularly the one thing that you
said that is grasped on to which was when introducing the vocabulary word you
are not just talking about what the word means out of context like a definition but
tying it to the experience and how they felt. That's going to be a major
understanding and teachable moment rather than them just understanding what
this word means in a randomly given situation.

Nicole Elbertson 3:46
Emotions are just such a huge part of any storytelling to any narrative. And so
being able to understand the range of human emotion, and to speak about it in a
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really clear way is important. To have a nuanced vocabulary you know a lot of
people, not just children will say that they're upset when the upset could be any
range of things it could be that they're anxious or they're afraid or they're stressed
out or, you know, and so that's a really big part of the Feeling Words Curriculum
is expanding that vocabulary so that we can use a precise word to describe our
emotions and our emotional experiences which are a key part of the narrative.

Christine Biskup 3:47
I really like how you were able to break that down to help me understand the
concept more. When I am teaching the units, I will be sure to make the stories as
authentic as possible. I'm looking at the Feeling Words Curriculum, how do you
think that could build on student's emotional intelligence?

Nicole Elbertson 3:47
… Emotional intelligence, I know I went through this really really quickly and I
know you sort of know some of this but it's five skills. And so the feeling words
piece is about the vocabulary on the surface if you think about it and the ‘R’, ‘U’
and ‘L’ are all related to vocabulary because for us to label we have to recognize
how pleasant and how much energy is associated with it and then understand the
cause of it. For instance, anger and frustration kind of feel similarly in the body.
And in the mind doesn't get you to the word unless you say wait, what's causing
this? So, it builds the skills of ‘R’ ‘U’ and ‘L’ by just introducing the feeling
words and the concepts themselves but then as you know, with the other pieces of
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the Feeling Words lessons. They're strategizing about how to feel more or less of
the word or how to stay or shift to that feeling so that gets at the regulation piece
and expressing the emotion that you have. RULER is really about the skill and
expressing so it's not just like showing our emotion. It's like knowing how to
show our emotions in ways that make sense depending on our context and our
goals for the situation. So, that's the strategy piece of the Feeling Words lessons.
It's all five of the RULER skills and there's a RULER analysis, depending on the
grade but I'm looking at like storybooks and thinking through each of the RULER
skills like “what happened to the characters face or body when this happened?” or
“what might they have been feeling?” “What else might they have been feeling?”
and “did they handle that emotion well what else could they have done? stuff like
that.

Christine Biskup 3:50
Thank you for the description and detailed answer. When looking at the Feeling
Words lessons, does RULER have a separate section or rollout plan for English as
second language learners? For example, is there an approach to help scaffold for
these students, or have any suggestions of how to address RULER to a population
with multiple languages where vocabulary understanding might be a little difficult
in place?

Nicole Elbertson 3:50
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Yes, we usually work on the RULER training package that includes coaching
sessions like implementation support sessions with each school. They get five
training sessions. And so usually in those individualized sessions, we work with,
like the Spanish teacher or the ESL teacher, to give recommendations. We don't
have anything concrete built out like a resource I can give you because it looks so
different, depending on the school. We also have Spanish translations of most of
our feeling words content. Most of our content, especially for that we have all of
our family’s content is in Spanish because some students at home. Spanish is
spoken within most of the homes rather than English.

Christine Biskup 3:51
My last question is the following if you could give any advice when you're
implementing the Feeling Words lessons, what advice would you give? I would
love every tidbit and any information that would be helpful. I've implemented it
[RULER] in my classroom and I'm trying to get everyone in my school on board
with the program. We started to adapt RULER into our school, in the South Bronx
because it was advised by our superintendent who requested for our schools to
start implementing it but then COVID hit and we're transitioning it online. Having
to help students virtually is a struggle which is why I'm looking forward to
partaking in the seminar coming up and seeing how we can implement it to assist
the student’s needs.

Nicole Elbertson 3:53
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I'll just say a couple of things that come to mind, right off the bat.
For your own feeling word example story, you know how the educator in the
room tells their story about the feeling? I would say, to really practice that story
whether it means writing it out or practicing on a friend or a family member,
because it needs to be focused, and like a clear takeaway around the word. It
needs to be something that the students are interested in listening to. It needs to be
the right length, so it's not too long, but you know long enough so that they're
interested…it’s important to think about the implications of the story, like if it's a
story about a scary time and you just kind of leave them there, then they're going
to be more focused on “oh my gosh”, “are you okay?” or “what happened next?”
versus the focus of that feeling. I would say to spend a lot of time practicing those
stories because that's the key way that you're teaching the word to the students. I
think also, the books that we have used as examples with the feeling words or
ones that are in the lessons are ones that schools have worked with us to select. I
think every school and every classroom looks different and different storybooks
will resonate with different types of students, so I would say to consider other
options that are a better fit for the students within your classroom. I think it's
really important to have conversations around these words around the feeling
words about real, real stories and experiences that happen in the student's lives.
Instead of really focusing the conversation, which a lot of teachers do on their
own story, really picking up on one of the stories from a student in the class can
be used as a focal point of the lesson. That it's something that the students can
relate to and learn from emotions…like when I was young around your age in the
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1980s and cell phones weren't a thing I did blank blank blank… like that's
interesting to the kids and I think it's fine to tell that story, but if that's the story
you're threading everything, then you might lose them because they cannot relate.

Christine Biskup 3:55
I love learning this so I could go on forever. You can share whatever you feel
comfortable with. I thank you very much for taking this time and opportunity to
talk to me. I've learned a lot. And if you would think of anything that you would
like to share if anything else comes to mind, feel free to email me or ask me any
questions I really appreciate the time that you took out. You gave me a lot of
information that I can mull over and I would like to hopefully provide a way to
give back and help with additional learning.

Nicole Elbertson 3:57
That sounds great. We are looking forward to it.

Christine Biskup 4:00 P.M.
Thank you so much for your time. I appreciate it again, and good luck with
everything.
--End of Interview—
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APPENDIX C Interview with Craig Bailey
Co-Developer of RULER, Director of Early Childhood at Yale Center for
Emotional Intelligence and Researcher
May 5th, 2021 at 6:00 p.m.
Christine Biskup 6:00 p.m.
Thank you again for meeting virtually with me. Let's get started. What is your
position with RULER?

Craig Bailey 6:01
I work at the Yale Center for Emotional Intelligence. I have a couple of different
titles. I'm the Director of Early Childhood, so all things early childhood kind of go
through me. My job is in two categories within the center, one category is on the
RULER side and the other side is on the research side. When it comes to
overseeing content development and training it involves me too. I'm a trainer
myself so I'm also going into schools, but oversee the people who are doing that
and also a resident expert. We serve schools from pre-k all the way up through 12
grades, in addition to family childcare providers and outside of the public school
system. We have a lot of schools with programs. I get questions about like how
will the program serve infants and toddlers? How do I incorporate this population
when we're rolling this [RULER] out at the at the central level? I also focus on
research and implementation. I am also an assistant professor within the Child
Study Center.
Christine Biskup 6:04
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That is a range of roles! You must be busy and organized. Let me just give you a
little background so you are familiar with my dissertation and the focus on the
implementation of the feeling words lessons. I will be teaching the feeling words
lessons to early childhood Asian-American students with a focus on their
narrative language development. I am interested in learning from you how to best
implement these feeling words and how to tap into their emotional intelligence. I
find the data pivotal to help our field with relevant data that can be used.

Christine Biskup 6:05
Thinking of the feeling word lessons, how do you think the lessons can impact
student narrative language development? Have you seen research like this before
or others looking academic language and the feeling words?

Craig Bailey 6:07
Let’s take a step back and consider the way to answer this question. We need to
think about how children learn about emotion to begin with and even more
fundamental questions. Like what is an emotion? and what is what is emotional
intelligence? These are fundamental pieces because the more you go down that
rabbit hole and you start working backwards from how like just basic like
learning theory, the more you start realizing like where the feeling word would
come in and sort of boost those pieces. Part of emotional knowledge is
vocabulary. If the question is; What do children know about emotion? part of it is
through the just the vocabulary and the way we organize our words and what
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happens when you learn a new vocabulary word. It goes back to how our brains
organize information. This is basically Piaget, his journey and overgeneralization
of a simulation combination. With that in mind, there are newer cognitive
theories, such as schema where you learn new vocabulary words and it sharpens
those schemas. For example, with the word mad, a lot of children when they come
into preschool already know it. Basic emotion words in English like happy, sad
and angry are common to know. There's been some research from some people at
our center that looked at just unpacking the green quadrant of the Mood Meter
across the entire globe. It turns out that it's there are multiple meanings to
interpret and emotion. People talk about Eskimos, having like 100 words for the
word snow. It's similar with emotions. If you go into other cultures, they have a
just as rich vocabulary around the low energy pleasant emotions such as calm,
relaxed and serene. This is the way to describe this cognitively in which their
schemas are sharp. That’s a reflection of their culture, and that's important to keep
in mind in all of this is that when we're talking about language development.
We're talking about learning. We are also talking about culture. You have to
consider where they are starting from. These students are Asian-American. There
is also another layer when you need to consider how long they've been here. The
immigrant culture is also something in order to understand their relationship with
the United States.
Christine Biskup 6:11
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This is very helpful. The aspect of recognizing culture is a note I must make
myself aware of since this will be an ethnographic study. It sounds like classic
Vygotsky and helps bring in that lens.

Craig Bailey 6:11
I’ll expand on how children learn about emotion. What does the emotional urge
come from? Where does that cultural component of emotion stem from?
Socialization. Socialization has three main components. One of them is just
simple modeling. It's like the beauty of learning. People have been learning this
way for thousands of years. This is like basic social learning theory and it
happens, like right away. Part of what children learn about emotion is simply by
observing other people experiencing emotion. This is why when we roll out
RULER, we emphasize the importance of the adults and their emotional
intelligence. Another way of thinking about this in terms of the curriculum is that
it's not just about the books you read. It’s about the opportunity to purposely
express and bring the book alive to express the emotions.

Christine Biskup 6:13
That one of the things that Nicole Eberston, mentioned when I'm questioned the
approach of introducing the new vocabulary word. It has to make a connection to
the students’ lives.

Craig Bailey 6:14
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On top of that, if you consider what children learned from an interaction, you
need to focus on the narrative connections so when you're talking about the causes
and consequences, they're learning causes and consequences of feelings. There's
another channel though facial expressions so the students will be connecting the
dots. A lot of children just know angry. Why do children know angry? Children
are seeing examples of it. When we consider their own patterns of expression,
then we adopt the pattern of the people that were around. It's part of how when we
say we're social creatures like this is how we connect with one another. It’s weird
because over Zoom, we're actually socializing with each other, so deep in our
minds we are modifying how we are expressing ourselves based on the signals
we're getting from each other. We're modeling to each other and we're taking that
into consideration and we're learning from each other in this moment. So that's
one of the components is modeling. The other one is technically called contingent
responding. This is kind of akin to like just pure behaviorism, in the sense that
when a child expresses an emotion, how they're responded to, is part of their own
learning. If you imagine a situation where a child walks into a room smiling. If
they see me frowning every single time, they're not gonna smile anymore. Why
would they? They're getting signals that it's not appropriate or it's not welcomed.
So if I smile, you smile back and you're more likely to keep smiling. This is why
emotional climate is so important. We all express ourselves in different ways.
And then we're constantly getting feedback on whether that's appropriate or
whether it's not. A lot of the discussions that are happening. The third one is the
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one that's closest to the line with social cultural theory. This is just children learn
about emotion through talking, discussions, dialogue and narratives.

Christine Biskup 6:17
Exactly, this is what I am focusing on the most.

Craig Bailey 6:17
What’s interesting, especially with dual language learners, is that even if they're
only understanding 50% of what you're saying, let's just say 50% of the actual
words that you're using, our brains are remarkable that the brain is able to fill in as
best they can to draw meaning from it. They are actively learning. If you want
children to talk about emotion, you have to talk about it. You have to use the
word, like where do you think the words or vocabulary comes from? It's not
because you were sitting in the classroom and someone was teaching you to
memorize it. It is simply exposure.

Christine Biskup 6:18
What advice would you suggest in the implementation of the feeling words
lessons?

Craig Bailey 6:19
Constant repetition, visual exposure and turn and talk conversations.
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Christine Biskup 6:19
Since I will be doing this through Zoom, these suggestions might be tricky to
complete.

Craig Bailey 6:19
Do you get to use the Mood Meter?

Christine Biskup 6:20
Yes, I plan on using it for the students to label and identify each feeling for each
session.

Craig Bailey 6:20
Okay. So here’s what I would say about, if you could, introduce a mood meter
first. It’s like the Rosetta Stone, it's like the way that you're going to translate
what they know to something that you can understand. If you can introduce the
mood meter to them, now you have a common language. And now if you
introduce each word. You can take it a step further depending on a word that they
might know. If you already introduced the word ‘happy’ in the yellow quadrant,
they can make a connection with visuals as a way of communicating. The mood
meter is something that they can touch, they can interact with. It's a concrete
plane, that you can take things that are abstract, and you can project them onto
this thing that you can manipulate interact with. Use their prior knowledge. How
do you build on their prior knowledge that you've given them? By saying,
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“remember a couple of sessions ago when we were talking about brave? Brave is
over here in the yellow quadrant. Today we're going to talk about feeling
disappointed. Disappointment is low energy and it's similar to sad. Here is where
sad is.” Then they can visually see. And often when you're frustrated and want to
feel calm. When you use the mood meter it's much more concrete and they're just
like, oh I want to go from here to here.

Christine Biskup 6:25
What might be the best way for these virtual students to learn?

Craig Bailey 6:26
Another reason why there's all those different modalities of learning and different
steps is that's how we learn. There is no one channel for learning for most
children, with even three- and four-year-olds. By this point, they know happy sad
and angry. But what you end up seeing is that children might be struggling at
home in terms of how they're being socialized. There’s a lot of angry, or they've
had developmental delay of any kind. This is where you start seeing children
struggling just to labeling basic motions. ….And what I explained this before, if I
say that a student saw a boy sitting on a bench crying, and you ask the three-yearold student why do you think he's crying? They might say, because they missed
their mommy. To the student, crying is associated and a valid reason for missing
their mommy or being sad. It’s classic egocentrism. In being able to identify
another person's emotion, and the reasons why they feel that way, you're going
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through what we call emotional perspective taking. This is the heart of empathy.
So one of the reasons why really young children struggle with empathy is because
they struggle to take the emotional perspective of the people.

Christine Biskup 6:29
What are the parents role in RULER?

Craig Bailey 6:30
Some parents have described RULER as providing that shared language.
Socialization is constantly happening with people, parents and children alike. If
you take a step back and say, I want to make a difference in that child's life. You
should start by impacting the people that child interacts with. This is why RULER
has an emphasis on adults. Within the household, parents have the opportunity to
continue the work that is happening in the classroom and even use the Mood
Meter at home. I'm an adult and I can use it in my life as an adult. It’s a tool
accessible for every and anyone.

Christine Biskup 6: 32
I will be use to use the Mood Meter as a common tool in my sessions. I appreciate
it your time and effort to meet with me. You have provided me with a greater
understand and prepared me for the implementation of the sessions.

Craig Bailey 6:34
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I look forward to reading your study. hopefully I look forward to reading your
study.
--End of Interview ---
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APPENDIX D
Feeling Word Lesson Schedule
Date

Session Focus

Tuesday

Focus Word:

Session 1

Happy- full of good feelings

Thursday

Focus Word:

Session 2

Beginning Activity

Read-Aloud

Introduce The
Mood Meter and
how to check in on
Opener: teacher’s personal story
own emotion’s
to connect to the focus word
(Determine the
Happy Pig Day by Mo pleasantness and
Willems
energy level of a
feeling word)
Read-Aloud Story:

Read-Aloud: My
Opener: teacher’s personal story
Friend is Sad by Mo
Sad- feeling bad, like you might cry to connect to the focus word
Willems
Focus Word:

Opener: teacher’s personal story A Chair for My
Calm- when my body and mind are
to connect to the focus word
Mother by Vera B.
still and quiet
Williams

Thursday

Focus Word:

Session 4

Angry-upset because something
unfair happened

Thursday
Session 6

Read-Aloud Story:
Opener: teacher’s personal story Sometimes I’m
to connect to the focus word
Bombaloo by Rachel
Vail

Focus Word:

Read-Aloud Story:

Focus Word:

Read-Aloud Story:

Practice self-talk to
calm yourself.

Introduce how to
choose a strategy
to help feel less
angry.

Describe emotions
and feelings to
Left-Out- sad because you are not a Opener: teacher’s personal story
The Day You Begin by
trusted adults and
to connect to the focus word
part of a group even though you
Jacqueline Woodson
peers.
want to be

Afraid- scared that something bad
might happen

Opener: teacher’s personal story
Sheila the Brave by
to connect to the focus word
Kevin Henkes

Tuesday

Focus Word:

Session 7

Opener: teacher’s personal story
Brave- feeling like you can do or try
Max the Brave by Ed
to connect to the focus word
something even if it feels scary
Vere

Thursday

Focus Word:

Read-Aloud Story:

Tuesday

Focus Word:

Read-Aloud Story:

Session 9

Frustrated-upset because I am
trying to do something and it isn’t
going well

Session 8

Draw an illustration
of one’s self and
the corresponding
emotion.

Read-Aloud Story:

Tuesday
Session 3

Tuesday
Session 5

Follow-Up Activity

Read-Aloud Story:

Share feelings (e.g.,
through speaking,
writing, drawing) a
range of contexts.
Recognize that
feelings change
throughout the day.

Introduce how to
Opener: teacher’s personal story
identify emotions
Curious-wondering about something
Ada Twist, Scientist by
to connect to the focus word
with body
and wanting to know more
Andrea Beaty
language.

Focus Word:
Thursday
Safe-feeling like you are protected
Session 10
from anything scary

Begin to
understand that
Opener: teacher’s personal story Don’t Let the Pigeon different people
to connect to the focus word
Drive the Bus by Kevin may have different
emotional
Henkes
reactions.
Identify and
Read-Aloud Story:
describe a scenario
Opener: teacher’s personal story
Don’t Go! By Jane
centered around
to connect to the focus word
Breskin Zalben
one person’s
experience of the
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Conclusion

Closing:
Reflect and respond to
student sharing while
continuing to connect to
characters in the book.
Closing:
Reflect and respond to
student sharing while
continuing to connect to
characters in the book.
Closing:
Reflect and respond to
student sharing while
continuing to connect to
characters in the book.
Closing:
Reflect and respond to
student sharing while
continuing to connect to
characters in the book.
Closing:
Reflect and respond to
student sharing while
continuing to connect to
characters in the book.
Closing:
Reflect and respond to
student sharing while
continuing to connect to
characters in the book.
Closing:
Reflect and respond to
student sharing while
continuing to connect to
characters in the book.
Closing:
Reflect and respond to
student sharing while
continuing to connect to
characters in the book.
Closing:
Reflect and respond to
student sharing while
continuing to connect to
characters in the book.
Closing:
Reflect and respond to
student sharing while
continuing to connect to
characters in the book.
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